CHILI ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS
July 24, 2007
A meeting of the Chili Zoning Board was held on July 24, 2007 at the Chili Town Hall, 3333
Chili Avenue, Rochester, New York 14624 at 7:00 p.m. The meeting was called to order by
Chairperson Paul Bloser.
PRESENT:

Jordon Brown, David Cross, Michael Martin, Richard Perry, James
Wiesner and Chairperson Paul Bloser.

ALSO PRESENT:

Keith O'Toole, Assistant Counsel for the Town; Chris Karelus,
Building Department Manager.
Councilman Schulmerich, Town Board Liaison, was also in attendance.

Chairperson Paul Bloser declared this to be a legally constituted meeting of the Chili Planning
Board. He explained the meeting's procedures and introduced the Board and front table. He
announced the fire safety exits.
PAUL BLaSER: We'll go over first each -. first of all, I would like to say on Applications
Items 8, 9 and 10, applications of McFarland development, we have postponed those three items
until the August meeting because basically we don't have an approved site plan through the
Planning Board. I didn't feel that we could hear any applications until that IS complete.
Also, Item Number 11, application of John Manos, owner of 4 Sothery Place, that
application has been withdrawn. So if you're from the .. I guess the neighborhood association ..
I can't think of the name of the association off the top of my head.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Hunt Hollow Association.
PAUL BLaSER: I believe it is. This is for a shed. Okay. That application has been
withdrawn, so if you want to leave, you're welcome to leave. If you would like to see what is
going on in your Town, you're welcome to stay and listen.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: There's no chance any business regarding that topic will be
discussed tonight?
PAUL BLaSER: There's going to be no business. Again, the application has been
withdrawn by the homeowner, and to go through it again, he would have to reapply and put up
the signs and go through the whole process all over again.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Very good. Thank you very much.
PAUL BLaSER: Item Number 1, this is a carry-over. This was tabled until this meeting,
application of Angel Aguayo. I apologize ifI pronounced that wrong. 46 Red Bud Road.
Signs?
RICHARD PERRY: No.
PAUL BLaSER: Okay. So that is two meetings in a row he has applied and not had a
sign up.
Number 2, this is also a tabled item from last month's .•
MICHAEL MARTIN: Usually after two meetings when they have not posted a sign, we
usually move to deny without prejudice.
PAUL BLaSER: Right now?
MICHAEL MARTIN: Yes.
PAUL BLaSER: Okay. Then do I have a-MICHAEL MARTIN: I will make a motion to deny without prejudice.
RICHARD PERRY: Second.
PAUL BLaSER: So we have a second.
So the application for Number 1 now has been removed?
MICHAEL MARTIN: We have to vote on the motion.
PAUL BLaSER: The move has been approved. We'll take a vote now to remove it.
NnCHAELMARTIN: Deny.
PAUL BLaSER: Deny the application. And no postponement. Just straight up denied.
Do I have a vote?
DAVID CROSS: Yes.
JORDON BROWN: Yes to deny.
JAMES WIESNER: Yes.
RICHARD PERRY: Yes.
MICHAEL MARTIN: Yes.
PAUL BLaSER: I vote yes also, so that is 6 to 1 denied (sic).
Application for Jackie Canunilleri, 25 Spicewood Lane?
The Board indicated they would hear the application.
PAUL BLaSER: Number 3.
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The Board indicated they would hear the application.
PAUL BLOSER: That was also 4.
Application 5?
The Board indicated they would hear the application.
PAUL BLOSER: Number 6?
The Board indicated they would hear the application.
PAUL BLOSER: Number 7.
The Board indicated they would hear the application.
PAUL BLOSER: Jumping down to Number l2?
The Board indicated they would hear the application.
PAUL BLOSER: And 13, 12 Sesqui Drive?
The Board indicated they would hear the application.
PAUL BLOSER: We'll move back up to hear the application for Number 2, Jackie
Cammilleri, 25 Spicewood Lane.
1.

Ap-plicationofAngel Aguayo, owner; 46 Red Bud Road, Rochester, New York 14624 for
vanance to allow existing utility shed to be 3.3' from rear lot line (8' req.) at property
located at 46 Red Bud road in R-I-15 zone.

DECISION:

2.

Unanimously denied without prejudice by a vote of 6 yes to deny with the
following fmdings of fact having been cited:
1.

Applicant did not show for Public Hearing or post required sign for
two months in a row.

2.

Building Department to follow up with homeowner to insure that
shed is either moved or removed from property.

Application of Jackie Cammilleri, owner; 25 Spicewood Lane, Rochester, New York
14624 for variance to erect a 10' x 12' deck to be 50.9' from front lot line (60' req.) at
property located at 25 Spicewood Lane in R-1-15 zone.

Jackie Cammilleri was present to represent the application.

area.

MS. CAMMILLERI: Jackie Carnmilleri, 25, 25 Spicewood.
PAUL BLOSER: I did drive by the house myself also and saw that this is a front porch

MS. CAMMILLERI: Yes. It is to replace the steps that are kind of broken and slipping.
PAUL BLOSER: The one to your right I think did the same thing, didn't they?
MS. CAMMILLERI: Actually two to the right. Both of them did.
PAUL BLOSER: Okay.
MS. CAMMILLERI: I think ours will be out maybe a few feet more. I don't know what
size theirs is. But we're hoping to fit a little table. We sit outside in the front. We thought we
would make it a little bigger. That is why it would be out 10. I think right now it is 6.
PAUL BLOSER: That is the existmg stone, right?
MS. CAMMILLERI: Yeah.
PAUL BLOSER: Are you going to have a roof overhead or just open?
MS. CAMMILLERI: No, no. Just a flat. No roof.
MICHAEL MARTIN: I understand. This is in keeping with the character of the
neighborhood.
PAUL BLOSER: Consistent with several houses next to it.
RICHARD PERRY: Probably the most frequent request that we get. I have no questions.
PAUL BLOSER: I have seen a lot of these houses, too, where over the years the concrete
has tipped towards the house causing water problems in the lower levels.
MS. CAMMILLERI: Yes. It is not poured cement. It is like slabs. It was probably the
original ones. We fixed them a little bit but just enough to wait to we got this done.
COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: None.
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CHRIS KARELUS: Point of clarification. You said out from the house 10 feet? The
application is asking out 12.
MS. CAMMILLERI: Oh, it is 12. I guess 10 that way. We measured 5 or 6 times. My
brother is going to do it.
PAUL BLOSER: Are you doing .- it is a wood deck?
MS. CAMMILLERI: Yep.
PAUL BLOSER: You are applying for a permit for this to the Building Department?
MS. CAMMILLERI: My brother is doing that. He is a contractor, so I just -PAUL BLOSER: It is a deck. It will need to be inspected by the Building Department.
MS. CAMMILLERI: Right.
PAUL BLOSER: It will require footer holes. Those have to be inspected before anything
can go into them.
MS. CAMMILLERI: He knows. He is a contractor.
PAUL BLOSER: Just make sure that he does make the application for the Building
Department, before proceeding with anything.
MS. CAMMILLERI: Okay.
PAUL BLOSER: Okay.
The Public Hearing was closed at this time.
The Public Hearing portion of this application was closed at this time.
Paul Bloser made a motion to declare the Board lead agency as far as SEQR, and based on
evidence and information presented at this meeting, determined the application to be a Type II
action with no significant environmental impact, and Jordon Brown seconded the motion. The
Board all voted yes on the motion.
Jordon Brown made a motion to approve the application with the following condition, and David
Cross seconded the motion. All Board members were in favor ofthe motion.
DECISION:

Unanimously approved by a vote of6 yes with the following condition:
1.

A building permit is required before the deck is erected.

The following finding of fact was cited:
1.
3.

No impact on neighborhood or environment.

Application of Kim Piccininni, owner; 30 Middlesburough Park, North Chili, New York
14514 for variance to erect a 6' high fence in the front setback area per plan submitted
(4' allowed) at property located at 30 Middlesburough Park in PRD zone.

Kim Piccininni was present to represent the application.
PAUL BLOSER: On my drive-by, I saw you're on a comer lot. There is not a lot of room
between what appears to be your lot line and the house.
MS. PICCININNI: Yes. They're already 3 1/2 feet on my lot line. They were here a few
months back to get a variance for that, and that was approved.
I did take some pictures of my lot, but obviously you already saw it, just to show you a
better look where the fence is going to go and how far it is going to be. Even though you did
have the dimensions, I did measure from the street to my house or to where the fence is going to
be, which is 35 1/2 feet. It is 25 1/2 feet from the sidewalk so there won't be any blinding spots.
I did take a picture of my neighbor's house behind me to show that her driveway is far enough
back so when she backs out of the driveway, it will not interfere with any children hiding.
I am definitely going to landscape it, and if you did see my house, we keep the lawn very,
very nice and we try to keep it very perfect. So when people drive through the neighborhood it
doesn't look, you know, bad.
We also -- I also -- for safety precautions -- we were in my family room and heard some
kids in my backyard in my pool, and of course, turned on the light and they dispersed, but I'm
concerned of the fact that the pool is 4 feet and if the kids do pool-hopping and stuff, so that, too.
PAUL BLOSER: Could you bring the pictures forward?
MS. PICCININNI: Sure.
PAUL BLOSER: The other fence you have up now, that's been installed for a while?
MS. PICCININNI: Before the neighbors -- I think it was before the neighbors moved in.
Or right around the same time. It has been up for a while, yes.
DAVID CROSS: The issue is putting a 6 foot high fence in the -- in the setback portion,
which would be a front setback in this case because it's a side lot, 30-foot setback. I mean, is
there a hardship -- can you -- say you moved the fence closer to the -- can you move the fence
closer to the pool?
MS. PICCININNI: I think there might be a variance for that, too, where you have -- so
much construction away from your pool, I believe? I think there is a 12 foot -- between every
main -- like for my shed, for -- isn't there a variance for that or no?
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I made sure it was far enough away so if somebody decided to jump over the 6 foot fence,
they couldn't get into the pool. It is 4 feet from where my curb is now out, from the pool that -DAVlD CROSS: 4 feet from the curb to the pool?
MS. PICCININNI: Yes. There is a curb around the pool that we had put in. From that
curb out is far. So from there to there is 12 feet from the fence to the -- tried to measure every
obstacle I could to show you that.
PAUL BLOSER: You comment here on drainage problem due to improper landscaping of
the lot behind you.
MS. PICCININNI: Yes. That has since been fixed. They're in the process of it -- they laid
down new dirt and all of that, but there is still a little bit of a water problem there, but not
anything like it was. They're definitely taking care of that. There might be a picture in there of
that that I forgot to take out.
RICHARD PERRY: What kind ofa fence are you putting up?
MS. PICCININNI: Dogwood fence. The same as the existing fence I have now, privacy.
PAUL BLOSER: Any questions from the side table?
CHRIS KARELUS: The application per the request for the location of the shed to be in
the front yard, where actually -- where on a comer lot requires it (inaudible) a comer lot. It
doesn't specify for front yard, so probably in the decision it should state that it be a comer lot and
not front setback. Okay?
COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE:
DOROTHY BORGUS, 31 Stuart Road
MS. BORGUS: Excuse me. I think I missed the point. What is the hardship here?
MS. PICCININNI: Addressing it to me, correct?
MS. BORGUS: Whomever. I'm addressing the Chair and then the Chair usually directs -redirects.
PAUL BLOSER: I guess I will have you comment. My interpretation is the only thing
you're looking at is safety on the pool at this point, that there really isn't a hardship?
MS. PICCININNI: Well, a little bit ofrrivacy would be nice also. It is a big eyesore when
you have this house in my backyard, this poo. I think putting up the fence would allow for the
privacy and make it nicer than to have to look at a filter.
And safety is obviously the number one reason. I'm -- we have a lot of small children in
our area, so...
MS. BORGUS: I'm a little bit concerned that this is two meetings out of two when we
have somebody from this subdivision in wanting a 6 foot fence in the front setback.
PAUL BLOSER: On a comer lot.
MS. BORGUS: On a comer lot. There is an awful lot of comers in that subdivision, and
I -- I can't imagine how this is going to look if you start slapping up a 6 foot fence on every
comer there.
Number 2, I have got a pool and I have a 4 foot fence and I never had any kid jump over it.
We have had a lot of kids there over years, and it has been there a long time. No kids have
jumped the 4 foot fence.
Thirdly, according to our code, you can't give a variance if it is a self-imposed hardship. I
don't know what people think when they buy a comer lot. You're not going to have privacy.
They give up a lot to have a comer piece of property. And I think this is a perfect case. I frankly
don't see any reason for granting this -- this vanance. Not at all. And I think it sets a bad
precedent. Two in two meetings. You have one a meeting, for the next how many years you will
have an awful lot of 6 foot fences in the front setbacks in that subdivision.
Thank you.
PAUL BLOSER: Thank you.
CHARLES RETTIG, Coldwater Road
MR. RETTIG: I would just like to ask, is there any fencing on the side that is existing or
proposed?
MS. PICCININNI: On the back line and up on the right-hand side there is.
MR. RETTIG: Which is now, what height fence?
MS. PICCININNI: It is 6 foot, because that is allowed. I can't go beyond more than 4 feet
or beyond my rear of the house. I'm only asking for 12 feet out. I'm not going to the distance.
I'm asking for the minimal amount of space to box the pool in and give enough walking distance
between the fence and the filter.
MR. RETTIG: Again, my comment is, the privacy is not an issue. The hardship has not
been proven. There is the Town Code allowing 4 feet, and we don't want to set a bad precedent
in the Town. I think 4 foot should be approved.
The Public Hearing portion of this application was closed at this time.
The Board discussed not allowing the 6 foot variance request.
MS. PICCININNI: In my defense, obviously if you decide not to do the 6 foot -- I guess
I'm just asking to go a little further beyond the back of my house. I still can't do that either or can
you do that at 4 foot?
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DAVID CROSS: You can install a 6 foot high fence at the 30 foot-MS. PICCININNI: By the rear of my house.
DAVID CROSS: Off the right-of-way from Bolton Trail, from the right-of-way there,
back 30 feet you can install a 6 foot high fence.
MICHAEL MARTIN: Otherwise it has to be 4 foot. You can do a 4 foot.
MS. PICCININNI: I can't go beyond the house 4 foot?
RICHARD PERRY: Correct.
MICHAEL MARTIN: Can't be with the 6 foot, but you can go 4 foot beyond. Where you
want to put the 6 foot you can go 4 foot.
MS. PICCININNI: This is the back of my house I can go out 4 foot?
PAUL BLOSER: On your drawing here.
Paul Bloser made a motion to declare the Board lead agency as far as SEQR, and based on
evidence and information presented at this meeting, determined the application to be a Type II
action with no significant environmental impact, and Jordon Brown seconded the motion. The
Board all voted yes on the motion.
James Wiesner made a motion to deny the application, and Richard Perry seconded the motion.
All Board members were in favor of the motion.
DECISION:

Unanimously denied by a vote of 6 yes for the following reason/finding of fact
having been cited:
1.

4.

No hardship found.

Application of Kim Piceininni, owner; 30 Middlesburough Park, North Chili, New York
14514 for variance to allow an 8' x 10' utility shed to be 3 1/2' from rear lot line (8' req.)
at property located at 30 Middlesburough Park in PRD zone.

Kim Piccininni was present to represent the application.
PAUL BLOSER: You're doing this in the far rear comer of your lot, from both flanking
streets, correct? Based on this print.
MS. PICCININNI: Yes. But it is existing. It said to erect. But the -- the shed is already
up. Had I known when I walked in there that it was the dimensions from the lot lines, I would
have never put it in there. When I walked in the Town Hall, I was just asking if! needed a
permit and I didn't have any other information. They didn't volunteer anything else, and I didn't
know.
DAVID CROSS: You already have the fence installed.
MS. PICCININNI: Once the fence was installed, they knew it was out of code, and I had
no idea.
DAVID CROSS: You have enough room to maintain that area back there?
MS. PICCININNI: Oh, yeah. Yes. I can get the lawn mower back there, everything.
COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE:
DOROTHY BORGUS, 31 Stuart Road
MS. BORGUS: Just a comment. Normally when we hear about existing sheds at this
meeting, it is because people bought houses that -- where the shed existed and nobody really
looking back on all of the owners, nobody knew where it came from, some predate zoning;
there's a history.
In this case, I don't know how in the world a new house gets a shed put up and nobody
pays attention to the zoning code. This is a pretty new house, can't be more than a year or two
old, if that.
Is there -- are -- maybe we need to make it clear to the -- and this maybe is not the function
of this Board, but maybe a suggestion from this Board that the Building Department make it clear
to the builders that they have to tell people who buy there that we have codes in this Town and
they -- everybody who buys just can't do what they please and come in here afterwards and think
they won't have to move their shed. So just a comment.
Tonight I notice, it looks to me like you have nine applications and four of them are
existing conditions that you're being asked to forgive. That is not the -- what the function of this
Board should be. You should be ahead of the game, not back of it.
Thank you.
CHARLES RETTIG, Coldwater Road
MR. RETTIG: Just a question. Are there any comments from neighbors in regard to this
shed issue?
MS. PICCININNI: Not a single one. If you're asking me, not a single one. I actually
made sure my shed was behind the back of my house so that the neighbors on the right side of me
~cross the street didn't have to look at it. So basically it is just at the rear lot line where the issue
IS.

MR. RETTIG: Thank you.
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MICHAEL MARTIN: We received no comments, as the Board.
RICHARD PERRY: Has the Building Department received any comments from
neighbors? Or complaints?
CHRIS KARELUS: No. No.
PAUL BLOSER: Chris (Karelus), ifI could, just for clarification, when a homeowner
does come in and ask questions about this, is it standard practice to ask for a lot map and where it
is going for placement so it can be recorded, even though -- like this is an 8 by 10 and it is under
the permit requirement. Are they asked to show where it is on the lot map so we can show
(inaudible) placing.
CHRIS KARELUS: Yes. Construction of the shed or placement of the prebuilt shed is
supposed to be properly brought to the Town and reviewed with the permits office, which this
hasn't been. In this situations, the builder does handle the permitting procedures for the principal
structure. It is the owner's obligation after that anything constructed on the site be brought to the
Building Department's attention. No application was brought back to the Building Department
on this particular application, so there was no indication (inaudible) until the fence was brought
up that there was (inaudible).
PAUL BLOSER: Did you have the builder install this shed?
MS. PICCININNI: No. I bought it after the fact. But I went into the Town Hall and asked
"Do I need to have a permit?"
They asked me what the size was and that was it.
I said, "Okay." And that was the gist of it.
Otherwise I wanted to put it exactly where it is -- was supposed to be.
The Public Hearing portion ofthis application was closed at this time.
Paul Bloser made a motion to declare the Board lead agency as far as SEQR, and based on
evidence and information presented at this meeting, determined the application to be a Type II
action with no significant environmental impact, and Jordon Brown seconded the motion. The
Board all voted yes on the motion.
Jordon Brown made a motion to approve the application with no conditions, and Michael Martin
seconded the motion. All Board members were in favor of the motion.
DECISION:

Unanimously approved by a vote of 6 yes with no conditions, and the following
finding of fact was cited:
1.

5.

No impact on neighborhood or environment.

Application of Paul Burke, owner; 70 Gateway Road, Rochester, New York 14624 for
vanance to allow existing 8' x 10' utility shed to be 3 1/2' from side lot line (8' req.) at
property located at 70 Gateway Road in R-I-I5 zone.

Paul Burke was present to represent the application.
MR. BURKE: I'm Paul Burke. I'm not sure I want to be here.
PAUL BLOSER: The worst is over. I assure you.
MR. BURKE: My shed has been there 21 years. I'm selling the property, and my lawyer
asked that I get this variance.
I do have a brief statement from both neighbors abutting the property, saying that they do
not object to it, along with some pictures showing what it looks like.
PAUL BLOSER: It's pretty hidden. You really couldn't see it from the road going by.
MR. BURKE: Yes. There is a fence in front of it. It is in the backyard.
COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: None.
The Public Hearing portion of this application was closed at this time.
Paul Bloser made a motion to declare the Board lead agency as far as SEQR, and based on
evidence and information presented at this meeting, determined the application to be a Type II
action with no significant environmental impact, and Jordon Brown seconded the motion. The
Board all voted yes on the motion.
Michael Martin made a motion to approve the application with no conditions, and Jordon Brown
seconded the motion. All Board members were in favor of the motion.
DECISION:

Unanimously approved by a vote of 6 yes with no conditions, and the following
finding of fact was cited:
1.

6.

No impact on neighborhood or environment.

Application of Mr. & Mrs. Paul Spurling, owner; 1380 Paul Road, Churchville, New
York 14428 for conditional use permit to allow an office in home for a cleaning business
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at property located at 1380 Paul Road in R-1-15 zone.
Paul Spurling was present to represent the application.
PAUL BLOSER: Good evening. How are you.
What can you tell us about your business right now?
MRS. SPURLING: Well, do you want to know what services we provide, things like that?
PAUL BLOSER: Let's talk a little bit about -- well, you know what -- I have a letter that
came in -- I guess I should read this -- at the front ofthe hearing. This is from a neighbor.
"This letter is regarding the proJ?erty at 1380 Paul Road. Our home is at 1371 Paul Road
and we have lived here 41 years. Until recently all of our neighbors have respected the fact that
we live in a nice residential neighborhood. The people who purchased 1380 Paul Road have
been running a business from that location since they moved in. If you enter Paul Road, one of
the first impressions you have is a rundown ~arage before their property, and to be clear, this
garage is not on the applicant's property. ThISis next door to them.
And then three vans and a trailer plus a car in their driveway. The trucks are bright orange
and bright purple, which gives a circus atmosphere to the home. They have a website advertising
the business, which is Spurlingsinc.com.
I'm quite concerned over the property values ifthis business is given the right to remain at
this site. We are already dealing with the VanGelder (phonetic) property right across the street
from us, which is an eyesore and danger to the people on the street.
I also have to question what the Spurlings do with the chemicals on their van at the end of
the day. Are they dumping them in the swales behind the properties? This land used to belong to
my grandparents and they used to own the old Cornwall property. So besides wanting to protect
my property, I would like to protect my heritage. Please do not let them run a business from their
home. It would just open up Pandora's box. Let us just keep residential property residential.
Thank you for attending to this matter."
And it is signed the (inaudible).
How many years have you been running out ofthis house?
MRS. SPURLING: We have been at the house for three years.
PAUL BLOSER: I'm sorry?
MRS. SPURLING: We have been at this residence for three years.
PAUL BLOSER: Do you have any employees corning in on a daily basis?
MRS. SPURLING: It depends.
As I J?ut on the application, currently we do not have any employees. Urn, my husband and
I -- it's our Job basically. It's our only source of income. We're the pnmary employees of the
business.
When we get busy, we do employ a helper.
PAUL BLOSER: You have a third van in there that is unmarked. Is that used for the
business also?
MRS. SPURLING: No. That is personal.
PAUL BLOSER: Do you have employees parking on the site?
MRS. SPURLING: Yes. When we do have employees, they do park in our driveway.
PAUL BLOSER: So you have none that are full-time on your books?
MRS. SPURLING: Not right now, no.
PAUL BLOSER: Are any of them registered as part-time employees with the business?
MRS. SPURLING: Not currently. We just lost a full-time employee who went to
California.
PAUL BLOSER: Do you have customers coming on site at all?
MRS. SPURLING: Never.
PAUL BLOSER: My understanding, you're doing carpet cleaning?
MRS. SPURLING: Primarily I -PAUL BLOSER: Carpet and furniture cleaning.
MRS. SPURLING: Yes.
PAUL BLOSER: My understanding ofthese vehicles, there are two tanks. One is a
chemical clean tank and one is a -- uses up the bad or the waste water back into it, correct?
What do you basically do with the waste?
MR. SPURLING: Dump it at the car wash.
JORDON BROWN: Can you clarify that?
MR. SPURLING: Dump it at the car wash. If you go to a do-it-yourself car wash, just
dump it right in the drain.
PAUL BLOSER: Is it something that you have worked out with a car wash?
MR. SPURLING: No. No. But it's a legal place to dump.
MICHAEL MARTIN: Are the chemicals similar to a car wash chemicals?
MR. SPURLING: These are all natural chemicals we use.
MRS. SPURLING: They're not harmful to the environment.
MICHAEL MARTIN: The reason it is legal, is because the car wash has chemicals and
they have a collection containment system?
MR. SPURLING: Yes. Their water goes to a facility that cleans it.
MICHAEL MARTIN: It is not just a storm drain?
MR. SPURLING: No. It is not a storm drain. It actually goes to a place where they clean
it.
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MRS. SPURLING: And we frequently use the car washes because we keep our vans
looking nice and neat at all times. He IS at the car wash a lot.
MICHAEL MARTIN: How long have you been operating the business? You say you
have been there three years. Living there, single home?
MRS. SPURLING: The business will have been eight years in September, but we have
lived at this residence for three years.
RICHARD PERRY: Have you had these company vans the whole time you have been at
this residence?
MRS. SPURLING: No. We started with one. And then we recently, about a year ago,
acquired the second one. We don't disturb the neighborhood. Like I said, all of our services are
performed at the customers' or businesses' residences. It is my husband's and my job. You
know, we -- we really can't afford at this point, we're just such a small business, to afford a
commercial building. Because we have water systems, we have to keep our vehicles heated in
the winter months. So, therefore, we have to keep them in the garage. And it would -- it would
cause us a lot of stress financially to have to go out and purchase or rent a commercial space for
such a small business that we are, and, you know, that is why we're here, hoping that, you know,
you would extend us to have this at home for a while longer until we can grow a little bit more,
because it is our primary income to raise our family.
RICHARD PERRY: Is there any problem keeping the vans in the garage year round?
MRS. SPURLING: If -- if you requested us to, we could. We do keep them there for the
winter months, but summertime we're more -- the kids' bikes and lawn mowers and stuff, we tend
to keep in there for the summer, but we're looking at purchasing a shed for the backyard to put
the kids' bikes and lawn mower in, so yes, we could put the vans in the garage year round, if need
be.
JORDON BROWN: So you have been operating for two years without it, a permit?
MRS. SPURLING: Correct. We had no Idea we had to get permission to run a business
from our home and just have a small little desk, computer and a phone. You know, it's primarily
my husband that does all of the work. We had no idea. We got the letter in the mail. We were
like, "Oh, my God."
We're law-abiding citizens. We have never been in trouble. We don't purposely go around
breaking compliance laws and laws in general. We didn't know.
COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE:
DOROTHY BORGUS, 31 Stuart Road
MS. BORGUS: Does the Board know whether most of the work that this firm does is done
at night, or in the daytime? In other words, when are the vans not there?
MR. SPURLING: During the day.
MRS. SPURLING: During the day. We do have commercial accounts that we do at night
a lot of times. The only day that we're usually off, and that's most of the time, but we do also
work Sundays, but most of the time the vans are there on Sundays and at night.
MS. BORGUS: I noticed them there today. The letter that the Chairman read I think
probably is pretty much on the mark. I can't imagine how the neighbors must feel. They have
lived there a long time. It is a very neat neighborhood, except for the place on the comer, and I
will agree that is messy, on their west line. The rest of that neighborhood is immaculately kept.
It is beautiful. Those aren't new homes. They're older homes that are well maintained. Their
lawns are nice. They have flowers. I wouldn't want to look at this.
There is not a -- it is not paved where they park their trucks. It is just gravel. Um, it
doesn't lend itself to looking neat. I see there is another trailer there also on the lot, a closed-in
trailer. I don't know if that IS part of the business or not, but that also -- I mean there is just so
much they're going to be able to put in this garage. And I don't see where they can put
everything that they have got there that should be put away, put away in a two-car garage.
MR. SPURLING: We can. We can put the two vans ill the garage.
MS. BORGUS: But the trailers.
MRS. SPURLING: The trailer is our personal trailer. A tow-behind trailer that we use for
our personal needs.
MR. SPURLING: Camping.
MICHAEL MARTIN: It's not part of this application.
MS. BORGUS: It's not part ofthe application.
MRS. SPURLING: May I answer that? As far as our yard, if you look at our yard, it is
immaculate.
PAUL BLaSER: I would comment it is very well groomed and kept.
MRS. SPURLING: We have done a lot oflandscaping to our property. Yes, we have
gravel there, with intentions of eventually paving it, but we don't have the funds at this time.
We're also working on correcting a water problem we had on the side lot, and moving -removing the fence that is really -- was really an eyesore. It's on the property next to us. We just
took that down. We did a lot of work on the property to make it look nice, and we do not cause
any disturbance. The only thing is the visual, with the two vans.
As far as -- I mean we're allowed to have a trailer. We're allowed to have a cargo van of
our own. We're allowed to have a mini van. So the only two things that I see are the two work
vehicles which we could put in the garage if that is a problem.
MR. SPURLING: They do fit.
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MS. BORGUS: I also went to the Building Department today and read the application on
this, and in the letter that these people submitted, they implied that they are entitled to appeal this
and be allowed to conduct this business on an ongoing basis on this site because they can see
commercial from their yard. They can see Union Street from their yard, which is heavily
traveled. They came up with these observations. Those observations do not make any property
owner who can see them eligible to have their own property commercial. That is -- that's totally
irrelevant.
MRS. SPURLING: We were asked to describe the general character of the neighborhood,
and that's what I did. I described what we could see from our yard. We have tons oftraffic. OUf
driveway is a heavy turnaround point for cars coming from Union Street. Cars are always
turning around. We can see a car lot right from our front porch. We can see another commercial
business on Union Street. There is a lot of disturbances around our neighborhood. Weare not
going to add to that by far. So I don't know what she is talking about, but it did ask to describe
the general character of the neighborhood.
MS. BORGUS: Which is residential.
There are certain conditions, as this Board knows, for approval of a home occupation, and I
believe that you will fmd these people are lacking on at least on or two counts to make it appeal
and have it pass this Board. Thank you.
BEVERLY NEDER, 82 Attridge Road
MS. NEDER: I agree with Mrs. Borgus' comments about the trailers, but my main
question is, if they don't have the permission of the car wash owner, is it proper and ethical?
RICHARD PERRY: Has nothing to do with us.
PAUL BLOSER: It does not concern this Board.
MS. NEDER: Well, I'm amazed at that, because I'm sure the car wash owner would not
appreciate it knowing this. Thank you. It would be like me taking my garbage to somebody
else's dumpster and dumping it, which is not legal either.
STEVE GINOVSKY, 19 Hubbard Drive, North Chili
MR. GINOVSKY: With this application, as it is read, for conditional use permit to allow
an office in home. Two vehicles for this commercial point. That has nothing to do with an
office. This is an Rl area.
Second, it's over here on Paul Road. It's an R-l area. Since it can't be spoken that you can
dispose of waste material in a -- kind of a shady way, I would say, needless to say, the whole
track of this situation does not sound acceptable, and people live by their word. Actions speak
louder than words. The actions have been said.
Thank you.
DAVID DUNNING, 2 Wheat Hill
MR. DUNNING: Mr. Chairman, I respectfully kind of disagree this is outside of the scope
of this Board to take into consideration the dumping of the solutions into the car wash. The use
of that car wash and permits for that car wash were granted based on what they were using that
facility for. This business that you're about to -- or that you're going to make a decision on
whether or not you were going to allow them to have a conditional use permit to use their home
for this business is very much this -- this activity is very much a part of that business.
I think that while I don't begrudge the applicant the opportunity to make a good, honest
living, I think this particular activity should be of particular concern to you and the Town and the
car wash, and perhaps even the DEC, and this Board ought to consider having some conversation
with this app -- or the applicant should have some conversation with the car wash and the DEC to
make sure what is going m the drains is appropriate, allowable and well within the means of our
environment -- any environmental concerns. And again, I believe the -- also the application, as it
reads again, does allow for a home office, and these vehicles are very much a part of their
business.
The applicant stated that they currently do not have employees, whether they be part-time
or full-time, but indicated they have prior to, which would also imply that perhaps they may in
the future have employees.
We also, I believe, need to consider whether or not there is adequate parking at the
facilities for those additional employees or any employees that may come on to serve -- to work
with these folks in their home business.
Thank you.
PAUL RIVERS, 3 Sothery Place
MR. RIVERS: Everybody wants to grow their base. If the business expands, I mean how
much is it going to be allowed to expand on this property? If there are additional vans that can't
be hidden away in the garage or as a citizen just said, additional employees. Something to
consider, too.
BRIAN CORNWALL, 1365 Paul Road
MR. CORNWALL: I'm glad everybody is showing a concern so the Spurlings, which are
our neighbors, and our kids go to school together and all of that, so it not like a personal vendetta
against them.
I admire entrepreneurialism. I have been there, and you know, their business seems to be

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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doing lucrative. Obviously, they are getting new equipment and vans and stuff, so maybe you
can make it a condition that -- to, you know, be, out of there in six months with your equipment
or whatever, but, you know, I don't know what the requirements or the criteria is for the zoning
or -- I didn't look into any of that.
I'm just here to make my comments, and, urn, I know that -- you know, even if you use eco
friendly or green friendly detergents and spot removers and stuff, when you're extracting out of
carpets or whatever, you know, there is nuldewcides, pesticides, air fresheners, which all can
contain hazardous chemicals.
And, um, I just -- I don't know ifhe has always put his stuff in the car wash. I have a
feeling not. I am a neighbor, and I'm not going to go into any more details, but I -- and I'm
speaking, I think, for the neighbors, which a lot of them didn't show up. I was disappointed, but I
don't want them to be able to run their business in the way they are. If they want to run all of the
clerical and bookkeeping out of their home, I see no problem with that, but as far as, you know,
having his equipment there and operating the way he has been operating...
And another concern would be is if his business does get even better, then he is going to
want to grow. If you say, yes, you can do it, then what is to say it won't grow right there on our
street.
So thank you.
MRS. SPURLING: We wouldn't have room. Ifwe needed to grow, which we will grow
eventually, we will need to rent or buy a commercial space at that point, because we'll need to
have more employees. Eventually we would like to be just owners, not employees. We are-like I said, we're the primary employees. Eventually we would like to have someone that
answers the phones and other different services, a sales position and grow larger.
You know, all of these people are pretty much calling us liars saying we dump the
chemicals and that's not true. I -- and I don't think that's fair. I don't know what else to say.
MR. CORNWALL: I have seen you dump the chemicals in the driveway. That's all I'm
going to say.
MRS. SPURLING: Are you sure they're chemicals or clean water?
MR. CORNWALL: The dirty water tank. Holding tank coming out ofthe van with the
dirty water coming down the driveway. There are 23 kids under the age of 12 that live on our
road, on our small section, quarter mile long, Paul Road.
JORDON BROWN: We need to tone it down.
MR. CORNWALL: All right. I'm out of here.
PAUL BLOSER: There was another question or comment over here.
DANIEL SULLIVAN, 1372 Paul Road
MR. SULLIVAN: I'm a neighbor also. My concern is also for the growth of it -- and what
would the impact be on the residential area that we do live in? It is one of the first homes on the
street, as we pull in. If it is granted on -- how the expansion on the street would be on the growth
of it. That's the only concern, you know, with the concerns of it.
Thank you.
PAUL LARUE, 1373 Paul Road
MR. LARUE: I appreciate the Spurlings' desire to maximize the profit, but I think the
Board needs to weigh that against the other 21 people on the road and our property values. You
know, we take Care of our homes and some day we'll want to sell it or whatever, and tum down
that road, I don't think that would be the kind of sight someone would want coming to buy a
house. So there are 21 or 22 of us that don't have businesses in our house. So I would request
that you not -MRS. SPURLING: Again, the only visual impact is the two vans, which we could place
into the garage. There is no other way of anybody knowing that that is a -- an in-home business,
other than the vehicles.
MR. SPURLING: I agree that they're bright. We could just put it in the garage and
nobody would see it.
CHARLES RETTIG, Coldwater Road
MR. RETTIG: With the discussions to this point, I make the following comments: If this
Board should grant this conditional use permit, based upon the fact they have been in business, I
would make the following condition requirements: Number 1, vans be in the garage out of sight.
Number 2, no employees parking at the site.
Number 3, a one-year conditional use review so that if complaints are formalized, if this
procedure -- other procedures that may be questionable are followed can be addressed.
I would also make it a condition that the -- maybe you can't make this a condition, but I
would just make the request that these particular business owners review their dumping practice.
I know you -- this Board can't force that issue. I understand that. But I think from the comments
from the neighbors, that practice should be reviewed, even though it may not be a condition of
this Board. So I would stand by the other three conditions based upon what is reasonable.
JAMES WIESNER: Where do you store the cleaning compounds? Are they stored inside
the house or the garage?
MR. SPURLING: In the garage and on the truck.
JAMES WIESNER: I'm sorry?
MR. SPURLING: The garage and the truck.
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MRS. SPURLING: Mostly on the truck.
PAUL BLOSER: Five-gallon pails or drums?
MR. SPURLING: Five-gallon.
PAUL BLOSER: Disposal of those, the empty pails?
MR. SPURLING: We actually keep them around.
MRS. SPURLING: Recycle them.
MR. SPURLING: Dirt and (inaudible).
MICHAEL MARTIN: Can you clarify at all the dumping procedure at the car wash?
mean you said it is a legal dumping site for -MRS. SPURLING: Is that what we're here to discuss, though? I thought it was a
condition ofthe in-home business.
PAUL BLOSER: It's not a condition of the business, nor does it affect the application for
variance to run a home business. I think it is more a question now of procedures, and the
comment was made, and I do have to agree, that as a Town Board we have to be concerned about
the welfare of the whole town. If there is not a proper method of disposing that has been
approved -- I will stress that word -- been approved by either where you're dumping them or by
the County, um -- maybe the chemicals you're using may be very, very environmentally friendly.
In the business I'm in, we do employ independent contractors to come in and clean up sites
after spills, after -- let's say bodily fluids have been spilled.
Those things are cleaned up and it becomes a biohazard. Animal feces, if possible, or in
the area, those are in those tanks. You know, all of that above is a concern about certainly
putting them down a public sewer, which in all intents and purposes, it is private that the property
owner of the car wash could be held responsible for anything going into there.
Counsel, I guess we're -- myself, I'm at a point of how to handle this? We can vote
certainly on the business portion of it, but if there is a concern about dumping chemicals, is that
something we should table this until it is researched farther? It doesn't really affect this
application, but indirectly, it does. You know, how the business is being handled and their waste
product.
There have been inferences it has been possibly dumped on site. There has been inferences
it has been dumped in a public car wash. Does that have any affect on this application, what
we're looking at it? Should we be concerned with it? I guess I'm looking for some direction
from -KEITH O'TOOLE: I guess the question is, research by who? I mean do you have
questions for the applicant? If you certainly have those questions, then let's ask them. Ifthe
applicant needs time to prepare a complete response, perhaps we table it to next month so they
can provide that information at that time.
JORDON BROWN: I think there was sufficient question and answer right here in front of
us. It just was a difference of opinion. And difference of fact.
KEITH O'TOOLE: It is up to the Board to decide whether you have a complete
application or not. You can certainly ask the questions if -- if you believe they still need to be
asked.
Certainly while we're issuing a conditional use permit potentially for an in-home office,
um, is spillover of having an in-home office on the property relevant? Oftentimes people come
in and say, "I'd like to have an office in my house" and neglect to mention all of the
business-related materials that they just happen to be parking out back, in the front lawn and who
knows where else, and certainly that can impact what we're reviewing today and the permit you
potentially issue or not issue. So you can certainly ask questions about that, as well.
When you get beyond that, If you believe there is information that needs to be brought to
the attention of the EPA or DEC, we can certainly do that, too, if that is appropriate.
Does that answer your question?
PAUL BLOSER: Yes, It does. I feel that would be appropriate in the interest of the
community at this point.
As far as the application itself, I believe we have closed public comment at this point.
The Public Hearing portion of the application was closed at this time.
Chris Karelus informed the Board that no County Comments have been received by the Town.
There was further discussion about the process of receiving County Comments.
The Public Hearing portion of this application was closed at this time.
Paul Bloser made a motion to declare the Board lead agency as far as SEQR, and based on
evidence and information presented at this meeting, determined the application to be a Type II
action with no significant environmental impact, and Jordon Brown seconded the motion. The
Board all voted yes on the motion.
Michael Martin made a motion to approve the application, and David Cross seconded the motion.
The motion failed by a vote of 3 yes (Michael Martin, David Cross, Richard Perry) to 3 no (Paul
Bloser, Jordon Brown, James Wiesner).
DECISION:

Denied by a vote of 3 yes (Michael Martin, David Cross, Richard Perry) to
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3 no (Paul Blaser, Jordon Brown, James Wiesner) with the following findings
of fact having been cited:

7.

1.

Hardship not shown. Also, have been operating since 1999 without any
permits,

2.

Many neighbors concerned about chemical dumping on site.

Application of Keith Gordon-Smith, owner, cia Phoenix Builders Inc., 2042 Brace Road,
VIctor, New York 14564 for variance to allow the total square footage ofgarage area,
including a new 60' x 80' detached garage to be a total of 5,880 sq. ft. allowed), variance
for new garage to be 20' from side and rear lot lines (50' req.), variance for ridge line of
new garage to be above ridge line of dwelling at property located at 2021 Scottsville
Road in A.C. & FPO zone.

Keith Gordon-Smith and Fred Haeflein were present to represent the application.
MR. HAEFLEIN: My name is Fred Haeflein, 2042 Brace Road, Victor, New York. I'm
the contractor for Keith Gordon-Smith here. We're here to request a variance for a 60 by 80
pole-style building to be built in the back of the property. We're requesting three variances.
The first variance is for the size. The code allows for 900 square foot. We're looking for
60 by 80, which is actually 4800 square feet. Don't want you to be confused with the 5,880
square feet that is listed there.
Um, the reason we need to -- the building that size is because he has several boats, some
classic cars, a motor home, and your general lawn equipment you might have on a five-acre
parcel of land. That is the reason that we want the building that size. 900 square feet just won't
allow for anything to go into it.
The second request is a setback for a 20-foot, um, on the rear and side lot line. The lay of
the land basically lays for that building, you know, allows for that building to sit there nicely,
without taking down the large pine trees that are there that kind of shelter the building from sight.
It is also leveler there and it's just a more ideal spot for that building.
The third one is the height request, and that is due to the topography ofthat lot. The whole
parcel is on a hill. The house sits in the middle of the lot, and the area where we want to put the
building is in the rear of the lot, about 25,30 feet higher in topography. So the only way you
would be able to get a ridge line to be lower than the ridge line of the house is if you were going
to put it in the front of the house and then would you be there for another variance, probably, too.
Just the lay of the land doesn't allow you to put it lower than the existing ridge line.
I do work for Hillside, which is the adjoining property owner. I spoke with David Howard,
the Operations Manager, and I asked him his comments prior to the vanance meeting here, in
regards to the building, and his only comment was "Great, that means he will be able to put all
his stuff inside. "
I think that is pretty good on him to put a building ofthat size up to be able to put his
belongings in there. Not everybody has as much as he has, but he has a nice size boat, nice size
motor home, he has a couple nice cars and it is nice to have them inside.
I think the overall plan, if you look at the lot, and most of you probably have, just allows
for the building to sit there nicely. That is pretty much all I have to say.
Keith (Gordon-Smith) has a few other items.
MR. GORDON-SMITH: I will just listen.
PAUL BLOSER: Can you state your name?
MR. GORDON-SMITH: I'm Keith Gordon-Smith. I live at 2021 Scottsville Road. I think
he pretty much covered everything, unless there is questions about anything.
PAUL BLOSER: No. I will make a comment to the Board. You should have a copy of it.
You may have a copy of it of in your file. There was a letter sent out from our Building
Department from Mr. Karelus making several requests on the property. For property cleanup.
Trucks, trailers, different items. And as of the letter dated July 20th, I do see that you have
complied with just about everything on that list. The only thing I still do have in question here is
Mr. Karelus did request an address for where your business is going to be located, and that was
not mentioned in your letter.
MR. GORDON-SMITH: This is the lease that I have for my business. Buckingham
Properties, right on Paul Road.
PAUL BLOSER: Okay. This is where you will store your business items?
MR. GORDON-SMITH: That is where all my stuff is right now.
PAUL BLOSER: Okay. I do have just a concern from your business that you do advertise
for asbestos and lead abatement.
MR. GORDON-SMITH: That's not at my home.
PAUL BLOSER: So that equipment is not there or any of the cleaning there?
MR. GORDON-SMITH: Absolutely not. I -- I run an asbestos abatement company and a
lead abatement company. I do hazardous waste. I have been doing it since 1981. You know, I -I'm safer, what I do with all my equipment and things, than you are out on the street with my
company. I have never been written up by the State in any fashion whatsoever. I mean I go by
the letter of the law. I have actually done some of your schools here in this town. And
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everything I have is, you know, top -- it is in A-I condition.
PAUL BLaSER: So-MR. GORDON-SMITH: There is none of my equipment or anything to do with my
company on that property.
PAUL BLaSER: And that is your intent from this point on?
MR. GORDON-SMITH: Absolutely.
DAVID CROSS: Question for the side table. Chris (Karelus), a reply from Keith
Gordon-Smith on July 20th, responding to your request on the July 17th letter. Have you read his
letter? Are you satisfied with what he has done there?
CHRIS KARELUS: We had an opportunity -- Mr. Gordon-Smith had a non-conforming
use on the property. He was operating his business out of the space. It was addressed. I actually
met Mr. Gordon-Smith on site. We talked about the procedures to bring his property on to a
non-business use.
As to date, for the most part, he has complied with the Town's request and has followed
through, kind of as requested of the applicant.
DAVID CROSS: The proposed structure is 60 by 80. Does the overhang in the front
include that 60-foot dimension, 6O-foot width or is that
MR. HAEFLEIN: That is a 12-foot awning. 40-foot long with no walls around it. It is
basically a shed for him to put the tractors in there.
DAVID CROSS: 60 by 80 structure.
MR. HAEFLEIN: With l2-foot awning. That is going to be placed in the front, too. It
won't be beyond the 20-foot variance for the front setback.
MR. GORDON-SMITH: You really can't see where that is going to be anywhere from
any -- any part of any other neighbors. I have pictures from all around the whole thing, and you
can't see -- you won't be able to see that from anywhere.
PAUL BLaSER: What is the actual side wall height on it?
MR. HAEFLEIN: Side wall height is 15 1/2 feet.
»-

Indication from the audience was they couldn't hear.
MR. HAEFLEIN: It is about 15 1/2 feet. This is the side -- the height of the building he is
proposing.
PAUL BLaSER: It is up on the hill.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: It has got room to move it down to the bottom of the hill,
too.
MR. GORDON-SMITH: I have a picture here taken from that side of the fence.
This is pictures from their side of the fence. This is -- this is their turnaround right there,
their place on the side (indicating). This is it from my side, to theirs (indicating). That is all you
see, is their rooftops. You don't see anything there.
PAUL BLaSER: That is the Riverview town homes?
MR. GORDON-SMITH: Yes. All you see are rooftops. You don't see anything else.
And this again (indicating) is more pictures. This is the other side (indicating), which is Fiber
Tech, from the -- the other side of their stuff. But you see more of their stuff than you would
never see of mine.
There is a 25-foot -- or 40-foot pole, telephone pole that is right here (indicating), and it
shows it 5 feet over that fence. That's -- you won't even see -- you can barely see the peak of the
garage from that side of the fence. That IS standing right up next to it.
MR. HAEFLEIN: I think something else that is important, he has always stressed the fact
he wants to have a nice looking building. He will not put up something that is unappealing. It is
something that is going to blend with the house. I mean I kind of like looking at buildings that
kind of look good.
PAUL BLaSER: Do you have any trees or shrubbery proposed for the rear or sides of the
building at all?
MR. GORDON-SMITH: We're doing a lot of planting. We're planning on putting fruit
trees around. We have already started planting pine trees along the fence line. We have already
started that. My wife wants to do a lot of planting, and that's what we want to do. We're also
going to grow herbs.
PAUL BLaSER: How long have you been on this property?
MR. GORDON-SMITH: Three years now. And I do have some before pictures of this
property, and I -- I dare say that -- this IS what it did look like (indicating). You have all seen it
since. And that's what it looked like when I moved in. I mean I -- I have done a ton of work on
the house. That is not including the roof and -- and putting -- attaching the sewer system when
they see -- the machines going in my front yard, that was a new sewer system being put in. I also
closed out variances that were open for 25 years in that house.
PAUL BLaSER: That's a pretty good size building. Are you doing anything else in there?
MR. GORDON-SMITH: Absolutely not. I have lots of antiques. I own several antique
cars. I have a couple boats. I have a couple, you know -- I have my equipment that I use to do
the -- the -- taking up the hedges and all ofthe logs. I have stumps I still have to pullout of the
ground that are still right in the middle of the driveway there. You know, I have a lot of
equipment there that's mine. My personal stuff.
DAVID CROSS: Personal equipment that has nothing to do with the business?
MR. GORDON-SMITH: Absolutely nothing to do with it.
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COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE:
DICK McNElLY, 26 Genesee View Trail
MR. McNElLY: Yeah, I'm Dick McNeily. I live at 26 Genesee View Trail, and I'm
directly behind the property or next to the property. And if you don't mind -- you want a copy of
that, too?
PAUL BLOSER: Excuse me. Would you two gentlemen just want to sit to the side for a
moment,please?
MR. McNEIL Y: First of all, I want to thank the Board for sending notification out this
was happening. I know 15 or 20 years ago it probably wasn't done. I appreciate that and so do
my neighbors.
One thing I would add on that, that when you put AC, a lot of us thought that was an air
conditioner. We know better now. We know it is Agricultural Conversation District.
And also the FPO. We didn't -- thanks to Chris (Karelus), he helped me out with that.
The application is asking for three variances, a garage change from 900 feet to 5,880.
That's an additional 4,780 square feet. That's a lot for a residential area. Then they're requesting
a change of the present setback of 50 to 20 feet. And I guess right now it does call for a 50, and I
would like you to take into consideration changing that to 20.
He did mention earlier that with a 6 foot high fence -- I forget how tall you said the barn
was?
MR. GORDON-SMITH: 15 feet.
MR. McNElLY: I think that is 9 feet above that fence. Even if he put in a 15 foot fence >I don't have a porch that overlooks that, but if you did have a porch that did overlook it, I'm
certain you would see the bam.
Commend him for putting ul?a nice looking bam. It's not a bad looking bam at all, as
opposed to a metal-constructed building, a pole bam, but still in all, the variance is quite a
change.
Several things that we ought to take into consideration, too, is that for two to three years his
residence there, there has been backhoes, bulldozers, Bobcats, and it goes on all weekend, and a
lot oftimes late in the night.
I have seen dumping. I don't know if there is a dumping permit or a fill permit that was
allowed on that property, but there was a lot offill brought in on the property. A lot. And I
know that this has been going on for two to three years, and none of us, I don't think, has ever
issued a complaint to the Building Department about this. We put up with it, figuring, hey, this is
going to be the end of it, pretty soon, but again, it transpired again this year.
Before the line was put -- or the trench was dug to put in the sewer line, urn, there was still
more excavation being done on the front of the property.
And I have several neighbors that have talked to me and said that, you know, they were
Betting a little tired of the OSHA-approved equipment backing up on the property day -- not late
into the night, but they have heard it after dark at night.
We're also a multi-residential area where we are in the townhouses. And I guess he has
talked just recently here a few minutes ago that a lot of the equipment on the property is his
personal equipment and not from down where he runs his hazardous company. And with the
personal equipment, when you put up a barn like this, where is he going to put the personal
equipment? Is that going in the bam?
Is that farm equipment -- and farm equipment is supposed to be in an agricultural, what I -would you consider a Bobcat and a backhoe and a bulldozer farm equipment? I don't know. I
spent a little time on a farm as a kid growing up and I don't recall seeing that kind·of equipment
ona farm.
I know I did talk to Chris (Karelus) this afternoon, and he did tell me that the Town of
Chili has already asked him, which he did state, that he removed a lot of the equipment that was
there. And again, we were patient with all of this in the neighborhood and we saw what was
going on and figured, well, eventually it will be all over.
Now we're going back to possibly being exposed to a construction facility or repair garage
in our own backyard. While I realize the proposed structure is more appealing than just a metal
pole barn -- they did say that before -- partly because of the past violations, the permit is being
issued to the owner, Phoenix Builders, Incorporated on Brace Road, Victor. Why isn't it being
issued to the owner ofthe property at Scottsville Road? And this leads us to believe, you know,
if it is not being issued to a resident on the property, down the line, are we going to hear later on
that, yes, the permit was issued or the variance was issued to a contractor from Victor? That is
what it says on -- if -- you know, correct me if! am wrong, but I think that is what it says on the
permit. Or on what we received on the application.
And another concern we have is safety. The constant moving of heavy equipment which
has taken place in that area, in and out of the property, um, past and maybe in the future, with the
speed limit on Scottsville Road that is 55 miles an hour, is that a safe area to be doing that? We
got two curves on the road. I know you -- you usually go out and take a look at the SItes. You
have probably seen this yourself. I guess we're concerned about that, too.
And then lastly, these changes could drastically, we think, if it is not done correctly, could
really change the value of our property in the townhouse area for residential. And we just would
encourage you to deny the permit.
Thank you. Or deny the application. Thank you.
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PAUL BLOSER: Just a quick question. The existing fence shown in the pictures, is that
property of the home behind you or is that yours?
MR. GORDON-SMITH: That's my fence. Yes. I put that fence up. And I -- I want to
make a remark on what he just said. That is, if anything, this will enhance the property value of
all these places, and it also -- I -- it is relatively small for the size of house that I have. You
know, for what I am doing, and for the equipment that I do have. And not only that, is that all-all of the work that we have been doing there has been for -- to make the place better. It is not
for anything else.
And, you know, there is a couple people here that live -- and they're actually the only ones
that can see us from that -- from, you know -- sitting on their porch.
MR. MILLER: It is on my breakfast table.
MR. GORDON -SMITH: They didn't say anything. You can go over there and stand
anywhere. I showed you those pictures. You cannot see my property. And -- you know, I think
this is like -- it has nothing to do with what they're doing. And we're over 100 feet from their
property line.
COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE:
FRANK MILLER, 47 Overview Circle
MR. MILLER: I am right behind his property. When I moved in there 16 years ago, I
could see trees and foliage from the Crestwood School all of the way down to where Genesee
View Trail comes off and past that. You could see foliage and trees, beautiful spot. You could
see it right down to the riverbed.
Now, in the last year and a half, he has put a fence up. He has taken all of that -- all of that
beauty away from us, and from the complex. It is not just me. And if! -- I have been able to sit
in my kitchen window all these years and look at all this beauty. Now he has put a fence up
there, cut it all off. You can't see anything. I look out my window, and I can see the tip-tops of a
couple of trees that are way over in the distance, and a little bit of the sky. Now ifhe puts a wall
up there, I won't even be able to see the beauty ofthe sky. So that is my story.
WILLIAM McDONNELL, 42 Overview Circle
MR. McDONNELL: It is pretty much to the rear of Mr. Keith (Gordon-Smith)'s property.
I would like to say, I have lived there going on four years now. When we first moved in,
this was prior to Keith (Gordon-Smith) movmg in, I felt the house was an eyesore. The roofwas
in disrepair. The property was very in disrepair, overgrown in the back. Dead trees. And since
he has been there, I think he has done a lot to clean up that property. He has put a new roof on
the house. He has put a fence around the perimeter of his yard.
I have also noticed, too, I would say probably within the last four months, five months, he
has also planted some shrubbery and Evergreen trees along the perimeter of his property where it
buts up against ours. So I think he has done -- personally, I think he has done a lot to improve
the visual aspects of his property.
My only concern, you know, with him being in the asbestos removal, if any of that
equipment was to be stored on the property, which he assures us it is not. I would defmitely have
a concern about that.
I know he does have at least one boat, an RV. The other equipment that was mentioned, a
backhoe and -MR. McDONNELL: Bulldozer.
MR. HAEFLEIN: Bobcat. No bulldozers. That was mine.
MR. McDONNELL: Whatever. I know he has put a lot of work in the property. He has
put in a sewer line connection. He has cleaned up also along the Scottsville side, he has built up
the property in the front. I think he has done a lot to clean up the appearance of the property. He
has also mentioned his wife wants to put in more shrubbery and trees, and I think that will only
enhance the property.
PAUL BLOSER: Thank you.
SHAUNIE McDONNELL, 42 Overview Circle
MS. McDONNELL: Our deck is the one that looks over his property. We're the only ones
in the complex that can see all of his property. I personally would rather see a bam where the
equipment can be put and all his boats and cars instead of seeing them sitting out in his yard and
seeing all of them, all of them over everywhere. I have no problem with him building that. I
think we're the only ones that would probably see it, because we do see all of his property from
our deck.
TIM BARRY, 28 Genesee View Trail
MR. BARRY: I have heard everybody's comments here. And I also refresent the
homeowners'situation, 159 families that live in that community. Approval 0 this request, our
opinion is, ultimately it's going to cause drainage issues because they are in a flood plain.
The noise issues from heavy construction equipment. We have been hearing heavy
construction equipment on the weekends, in the afternoons. As of Sunday, I believe Mr. Smith
was out there already preparing the site for -- out there about three hours on Sunday. I looked
over. I can see the yard. See in the comer where he was pulling trees out. The air and the soil,
the dirt that is being blown around, this is also going to cause obstructive views. And real estate
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values will be negatively affected, and ultimately the quality of the life as we know today will be
(inaudible). From the Homeowner's Association, I do have -- we're submitting a petition with 73
signatures asking that this application be denied.
CHARLES RETTIG, Coldwater Road
MR. RETTIG: Just a question. The new structure, 60 by 80 feet, and 5880 is the total.
What is the 1,080 feet? Is that existing?
PAUL BLOSER: An existing garage
MR. GORDON-SMITH: When we applied for a variance, they said you had to add in the
garage that is not usable for a garage. We have storage there, but you can't pull anything inside
because of the way it was built, they put the doors on the wrong side of the house when they built
it so you can't drive anything into the garage. So you can't really store any -- anything big in
there. So they said to add it in there anyway, because it is part of your garage.
MICHAEL MARTIN: Total square footage of all garage space?
MR. GORDON-SMITH: Right. Right.
MR. RETTIG: Is that an adjoining?
MR. GORDON-SMITH: That's attached to the house.
MR. RETTIG: That's my question. Thank you.
MICHAEL MARTIN: Could you state just for the record one more time that there is no
equipment or anything pertaining to your business on your personal property?
MR. GORDON-SMITH: There is no equipment whatsoever that has to do with
Gordon-Smith Contracting Mining.
MICHAEL MARTIN: No mtentions?
MR. GORDON-SMITH: No intentions of using it whatsoever and you're welcome to
come whenever. I have already told Chris (Karelus) that, he is welcome to come whenever to see
if anything is in there.
MICHAEL MARTIN: Being you're in the business of remediation for asbestos and lead,
are you ever inspected by the State?
MR. GORDON-SMITH: All of the time. I am inspected -- I -- probably if, not monthly,
sometimes even weekly.
MICHAEL MARTIN: They-MR. GORDON-SMITH: I have never been written up, to this day. And there is no
companies that can say that.
MICHAEL MARTIN: Okay. Thank you.
DAVID CROSS: Do you have an existing shed right -- right off the side of your house?
MR. GORDON-SMITH: That's the garage. That's the attached garage.
DAVID CROSS: On the drawing here -JORDON BROWN: It's a shed.
DAVID CROSS: -- it says "shed." I guess it would be off the east comer ofthe house.
MR. GORDON-SMITH: No. There is nothing there. There was never nothing there.
That is something that my wife might have wanted to build. That is -DAVID CROSS: This carport is existing, this (indicating)?
MR. GORDON-SMITH: That is a fence that is there that is going to come down. I got all
ofthe stuff out of there. We're going to take that down totally. There is still a couple big stumps
I have to take down out of there. That is coming down, too. There is no shed there.
PAUL BLOSER: Is there any way you can use a smaller building?
MR. GORDON-SMITH: Not with the stuff that I have. And I -- you know, it is not like
I'm going to stop getting things. You know, I collect -- I like nice cars. That's what I do. You
know, I -- I get them, fix them up and I save them. I have a '57 Chevy. I have nice cars. That is
what I want to do. You know -- you know, I -- I work hard for my money and I want to do with
it what I like, you know?
DAVID CROSS: Proposed colors on the shed, or the structure?
MR. GORDON-SMITH: They will match the house.
MR. HAEFLEIN: I think I gave you colors with the application of the building, and they
will pretty much match the house. They were an ivy color and a Hartford green color.
MICHAEL MARTIN: That might have actually gone to the Building Department.
MR. HAEFLEIN: Came with in with the variance application, colored photos.
JORDON BROWN: Green roof and ivy sides.
MR. HAEFLEIN: Comer posts will be green.
PAUL BLOSER: Metal roof?
MR. HAEFLEIN: Yes.
>-

DOROTHY BORGUS, 31 Stuart Road
MS. BORGUS: About how much land is in this particular parcel?
MR. GORDON-SMITH: Over -- almost six acres.
MS. BORGUS: Okay. Now, with all that land, you have to have a variance for property
line?
MR. GORDON-SMITH: Because of the flatness of the ground. Where it sets. I have to-I would have to get rid of some really nice pine trees, and it would be on a hill if I didn't put it
right where we want to put it.
MS. BORGUS: I would have to ask about this photo, or this depiction of this building. Is
that the actual building? That is it? That is the size?
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MR. HAEFLEIN: The only difference is the awning on the front is 20- foot shorter. It
doesn't go all of the way to the end of the building.
MS. BORGUS: That building is 60 by 80?
MR. HAEFLEIN: It could be 58 by 78.
MR. GORDON·SMITH: It will be back to here (indicating). These two things will not be
on there (indicating).
MS. BORGUS: Well, the reason I ask, and I don't know -- it is not obvious to me how you
would get an RV in the building.
MR. HAEFLEIN: Different door heights.
MR. GORDON-SMITH: Under the awning.
MS. BORGUS: I'm sorry. I got two different answers here.
MR. GORDON-SMITH: I was going to put it under the awning.
MS. BORGUS: Again, so you want to put all this in, but you're not going put it in.
MR. GORDON-SMITH: I am putting most of it in there, yep, I am.
MS. BORGUS: So you still -MR. GORDON-SMITH: I can put it in there, too. I can put that RV in there, too, but this
is to keep stuff out of the weather.
MS. BORGUS: Okay. We have had some problems in Town with, quote, porches that
have not been used for aesthetic purposes. I think we're all familiar with that issue. I think we're
facing it again. I don't think this man plans on just using that to make it look nice. He is going to
park stuff under there. You will still have stuff outside, guys.
MR. GORDON-SMITH: Excuse me. You will not even see this thing. You can't see it
from anywhere.
MR. MILLER: You can see it from our place.
MR. GORDON-SMITH: You can't. You would have to climb up a ladder and get on your
roof. I showed you the pictures.
MR. MILLER: No. That's a lie.
MR. BARRY: It is visible out our bedroom windows.
MR. GORDON-SMITH: It is 100 feet from their line.
MS. BORGUS: So if we have a -- we have -- we have an application here now for 60 by
80-foot building, which is huge. Huge. And he is asking for even more because he has a garage.
But we'll -- I would just like to consider this building. Already he is saying it won't be big
enough to get in everything he wants and he plans to collect more. Where are we going here,
people? Think about this.
I have seen people put up buildings with the idea they would put motor homes and things
in and they found out after they got them in they had windows, but they didn't have openings,
doorways big enough to get the boats and everything in that they thought they were going to get
in. So they still sit out. I can think of one ofthose over on Morgan Road. I'm here enough. I
know these things. I see it happen again and again. You will have it happen here.
MR. GORDON-SMITH: No. I can guarantee you're not.
MS. BORGUS: Now, if this building is 15 112-foot high, I don't know. Maybe an RV fits
under that awning he is talking about. That -- I don't know how high that is, but it is not very
high. I'm -- I can't even see an RV under there. There is -- in the picture there is a tractor parked
in front, and that pretty much takes up the height. If you look at that. I think you're going to
have a building and you're still going to have stuff sitting outside.
Now I would like to know what construction material this is going to be. I have heard it is
going to be a metal roof, but I have not heard about side wall.
PAUL BLOSER: Would you like to address that?
MR. HAEFLEIN: Are we supposed to answer? It is a standing seam metal product, and
it's a grand rip. It's got comer posts. It's -- I mean everybody has seen it.
He has a bunch of pictures of buildings 5,000 or square foot or more in this area that have
the same construction. They all must have variances, but -- it is an appealing looking building,
not a building with zero overhangs on it. It has overhangs on it. It has decorative columns.
The biggest thing he stressed with me all along, he wants something that looks nice and he
hasn't bucked at the pnce to make it look nice.
MR. BARRY: The RV is (inaudible) tall.
MR. HAEFLEIN: Anything over 13-foot on the road -- that overhang is 12-foot. 12-foot
tall.
MS. BORGUS: It just bothers me we're supposed to put everything inside.
MR. GORDON-SMITH: You're playing with words. I don't have to put anything inside.
I mean you're playing with words.
MS. BORGUS: Now -- now we're already having stuff sitting outside. This other
gentleman said that some of the equipment that these people complained about was his.
MR. GORDON-SMITH: Yes.
MS. BORGUS: Has the Board heard anything to clarify why his equipment is on site?
MR. HAEFLEIN: Because we put the sewer main in and that is when the dozer was there.
He only has two pieces of equipment, a backhoe and a skid steeler, which is more used in the
agricultural district, and a backhoe. He has wanted one. He has got one.
As far as the other equipment that has been there, that is my equipment. We actually
graded the front yard. We put a new sanitary sewer in it. We graded off some of the rough grade
which was there from the previous owner. I'm not going to -- I leave it there because I use it
everyday.
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MS. BORGUS: We have heard how he has done things with the property. I know that
was in very terrible shape. I know what it looked like.
However, the fact he is fixing it up should not be relevant to this application. This is
something totally different. It is wonderful he is doing what he is doing and cleaning it up as far
as he is going, but that has zero to do with this application and what he wants to do with this
building. Absolutely nothing.
And there is just one more thing I would like to point out, and that is the last meeting of
this Board, you remember there was a huge barn being requested to be built and they needed a
variance in Clifton, and I believe it was Mr. Perry brought up the fact this barn over there was
below -- for -- a grade, was on a grade below the house and a question arose by this Board as to
whether you measured -- when ,You decided whether -- whether a building exceeded the ridge
line of the home, which makes It fit our code, the question arose do we measure from the ground
to the ridge of the new building, or do we measure from the ridge of the house to the ridge of the
building.
And Mr. Perry brought up a very interesting point a month ago, and that is, well, what if
the building is on a hill, now are we going to have a building, a barn or whatever that is 2-foot
high? If you're going to start, you know, looking at it that way.
You know, at the time I thought that is a good point, but I didn't expect it would come up in
a month. Because that is exactly what Mr. Perry was talking about. And I -- and in the end, if
you people remember, you denied that application. You denied it. Deny this one.
Thank you.
MR. GORDON-SMITH: I would also like to say these are also pictures of many houses in
the area that have the barns that are even bigger than the houses themselves. And there are
several here, with the addresses on the streets, that their barns are connected, and this one here
(indicating) is like twice the size of this house. And obviously that was granted.
PAUL BLOSER: Ms. Borgus, one of the comments you just made concerning roof lines
and ridge lines and how those are established in this Town, I did have a conversation with Chris
(Karelus) this afternoon specifically on that, so we know how to proceed from his perspective
what is allowed and what is not from the Town.
Chris (Karelus), would you just briefly, for the benefit of what we looked at -- you know,
here is the situation where the out-building ISbeing put on a hill behind the house at a much
higher level than the roofline of the house.
CHRIS KARELUS: The principal structure of your house has a grade -- the principal
structure at the house has grade at the building, a finished grade level. Finished grade to the roof
line of that house gives you a measure. That measure is given in what is called a datum, certain
elevation. Regardless of the slope of the property to the topography, the application in question
will be looked at in the same measure. Grade at that structure to the roof hne and where that
elevation differential is.
So we have two grades. And those two grades are looked at. If the grade on the accessory
structure is greater than the house structure, variance is -- it's asked of the applicant to pose the
question to this Board. Okay?
MS. LIPTON: What about the grade on your neighbor's structure?
CHRIS KARELUS: Each application has a principal structure. That principal use on the
building has a ridge line. That is the baseline that IS used when evaluating accessory structure. It
is the subject parcel that the application looks at. That ridge line and that principal structure is
what the Building Department evaluates when they accept that application.
MS. LIPTON: They should be looking at the neighbors' area, too.
PAUL BLOSER: That's -- what we look at as the Board, when we -- when the Building
Department looks at a blueprint for print approvals ofthat structure, they're looking at the side of
the primary building and how it references to the proposed building and -- as Chris (Karelus)
said, that is what we use as -- "datum" is the proper term for that. When you're applying for a
variance, what the Board -- as we do, we also look at neighboring structures and how it will
affect the neighborhood. It is a concern. From a visual standpoint.
I do understand that the -- the grade on this hill is fairly significant from road level to
where the building is proposed. That whole area is on a hill.
MARGARET LIPTON, 3 Overview Circle
MS. LIPTON: Two questions regarding where the gutters is going to be; where is the
runoff going to be directed?
MR. HAEFLEIN: I guess, it is all over the grass, the four other additional acres of grass.
MS. LIPTON: It is on a hill, I understand. Will it be -MR. HAEFLEIN: It catches into a culvert pipe on the bottom of the driveway running
down to the road. It is all controlled, right down the driveway. It is not going to be going off any
other portions. It is going down Scottsville Road, which has drainage.
MS. LIPTON: The other question I had, the lady up front brought up a question about the
RV. Is there any Town zoning that prevents a homeowner from storing an RV on his property?
KEITH O'TOOLE: There is a regulation that requires that RVs be parked on either side or
rear yards. That is it.
MS. LIPTON: Again, I guess the only thing I would like to say is I think he has been a
good neighbor for the time he has been there. He has put a lot of work into his property. And
I'm sorry, I think that is very relevant. I know it makes me happy.
MR. McNElLY: I agree a lot with what he is saying over here. He has made a lot of
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improvements on the property, but still I'm concerned over a business in Victor taking the
application out.
MR. HAEFLEIN: I'm the applicant. I have to have insures in here to get a permit. It's just
an application. It is a standard process. In order to build in this Town, you need to-MR. McNEILY: He's gonna have to fill out the application to be built?
MR. HAEFLEIN: That is Phoenix Builders & Contractors gets the permit to build.
MR. McNElLY: Nowhere's on here is his name.
MR. HAEFLEIN: It is on the application I filled out, both his name and mine. He owns
the property. I'm just the contractor and I'm -PAUL BLOSER: He is Phoenix Builders. Is he building the structure?
MR. McNEIL Y: The other question I have, in the future, because of the hazardous
material from his -- his -- well, his business, who is going to police to make sure we don't have
this problem?
MR. GORDON-SMITH: There is no hazardous material.
MR. HAEFLEIN: He is mandated from -- by the State. You can't bring anything out from
where he works.
MR. GORDON-SMITH: There is no hazardous material.
MICHAEL MARTIN: I asked that question, just to clarify.
MR. HAEFLEIN: He is more governed than anybody here in what he does.
MICHAEL MARTIN: Is he regulated by the State?
MR. GORDON-SMITH: OSHA and DEC, and DOL all coming to me on probably a
weekly to montWy basis.
MICHAEL MARTIN: None of that is on his residence?
PAUL BLOSER: He has also -- he did present us a lease of a building that he is going to
be running his business out of on Paul Road at this point.
MR. HAEFLEIN: It is already there.
CHRIS KARELUS: Mr. Chairman, I wanted to -- the County has referred this as a local
matter. I just wanted to make sure the Board was aware of this.
Also, in conversations with Mr. Smith, if the Board takes action on this application, as they
condition the application so the personal vehicles and recreational vehicles will be stored there,
he has given the ability and the Town requests of him written authorization, you can do a check
on that, so I just -- I would just like to make that point.
Also, this department saw the opportunity with the Riverview community and looked at
perspective of the building, and we would recommend if the Board take action on this, strongly
consider landscaping buffering to the sides ofthis building, seeing that it does peak the fence.
That is an add element with this Board's application to consider.
Thank you.
RICHARD PERRY: Chris (Karelus), I'm kind ofa simple person, and I have kind of
missed your explanation to the height. Are you saying that you take from the ground to the peak,
like a house versus the ground to the peak of the pertinent structure?
CHRIS KARELUS: I can simplify it. A grade of the house is 100. That building height at
the house is 20 feet. 120 feet is the building principal structure elevation that we use as a
baseline. We go to the accessory structure. The grade at the accessory structure is 150 feet.
15 feet up to the ridge line of that gives us a mark of 165. 165 is larger -- is more than 120. A
variance is requested. It's a relevant datum that we use for the height measure on the building,
principal structure and the accessory structure.
PAUL BLOSER: So we're not using sea level. We're using actual size of building at point
of grade?
CHRIS KARELUS: Yes.
PAUL BLOSER: So we won't end up with any 2 foot high buildings.
RICHARD PERRY: Or in the converse>(Laughter.)
MICHAEL MARTIN: It is appropriate for this Board to consider a variance for relief
from -CHRIS KARELUS: Yes. Yes.
JORDON BROWN: I have a question for you. We did hear a number of comments about
noise, activity. What impact would what you're proposing here have on any of this activity,
without getting into a dispute whether there was noise or wasn't noise or no activity?
MR. GORDON-SMITH: When Fred (Haeflein) does his work, he will do it between
probably whenever he starts in the morning.
MR. HAEFLEIN: 7 to 4 in the operating hours ofthe building. Building will take a month
or so to build and we're out of there.
MR. GORDON-SMITH: What I was doing the other day on Sunday is I was clearing out a
bunch of shrubs and real nasty bunches by the fence and cleaning up a bunch of beer cans and
bottles and stuff that was thrown over the fence in my yard. So that is what I was doing over
there with my Bobcat, clearing that area out, just to let everybody know that I was just cleaning
up the area.
JORDON BROWN: So in other words, what you're proposing has no impact one way or
another on that kind of activity?
MR. GORDON-SMITH: Absolutely not. And I cut my grass. That's -- you know, that is
retty much -- I'm digging up the roots. Once I'm done, it's all done. I won't be doing anything.
will probably sell my backhoe, keep my Bobcat. I like that. But I will sell the backhoe when
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I'm all done with the work I'm going to do.
MS. McDONNELL: With the noise that he causes when he is in there working, I have to
say I was more upset with the noise when the landscaping person came in and trimmed our
bushes on Saturday morning at 8:00 in the morning and woke everyone in my house up. I
don't -- I don't hear anything from him, and I'm the only one that can see his property, all of it.
MR. BARRY: You're not the only one that can hear it.
MS. McDONNELL: Did the landscaping person come to your house at 8:00 in the
morning to trim your bushes on a Saturday?
MR. BARRY: No.
MS. McDONNELL: He did mine.
PAUL BLOSER: Please address your -RICHARD PERRY: That is not for this discussion, 'please.
MS. LIPTON: Because of this big structure, it is gomg to have all of the boys' toys, urn,
and I know about antique cars and stuff. My father had them. Now, you always need to do
repairs on them. Is this going to become a garage.
MR. GORDON-SMITH: I'm not a mechanic. I know nothing about cars. I don't know
nothing -- I don't know how to fix a thing when it comes to motors.
MS. LIPTON: Can you make a stipulation-MR. GORDON-SMITH: Absolutely. Anything you want. I don't fix cars.
MS. LIPTON: Can you make a stipulation this does not become a repair garage for all of
the toys that are in there?
PAUL BLOSER: Yes.
MS. LIPTON: 1 don't know what your variances are like in the town, but 1 would hope that
in private property that you don't allow garage type things to happen.
PAUL BLOSER: We could make that stipulation, and as Mr. Karelus pointed out, the
applicant has given written permission to have an on-site inspection at any time to verify he is
within the terms of residential use.
MS. LIPTON: Thank you.
MS. McDONNELL: Personally, I think if he is doing the work inside the garage, who
cares?
MS. LIPTON: There is no doors. It's all open.
MR. GORDON-SMITH: Where?
MS. McDONNELL: I think they're looking at the porch.
MS. LIPTON: I'm saying if.
PAUL BLOSER: Is this building going to be winterized?
MR. GORDON-SMITH: I will insulate it eventually. He will not do it. I will do it.
PAUL BLOSER: Your intent is, though?
MR. GORDON-SMITH: My intent is to have insulation in there, yes.
PAUL BLOSER: Heat?
MR. GORDON-SMITH: Not heat, no. I'm not going to heat it. I will insulate it.
PAUL BLOSER: The driveway going up?
MR. GORDON-SMITH: Gravel. I don't believe in paving. I don't believe in putting
asphalt down. I believe it is bad for the environment. I don't do it. I have nice cars, but I will -I can take the little scratches on my cars before I would ruin the environment. I -- I just don't go
for that.
JAMES WIESNER: Can you clarify how the building would be situated as far as the
awning, the door?
MR. HAEFLEIN: The awning is going to be -JAMES WIESNER: Facing the house?
MR. HAEFLEIN: Facing the house. It will be towards the Hillside portion of the
property, parking lot. Urn, the -- the door, if you have been to the site, the driveway goes up the
hill. There the door is going to be -- just drive straight into the garage. And it is pushed,
basically, for the variance, 20 feet from the rear fence and 20-foot from the side fence. It is
pushed all ofthe way back to Hillside's section. It is as far as away from the townhouse project.
MR. GORDON-SMITH: As you can go.
MR. HAEFLEIN: As you can go. He took the, you know, the initiative to keep it away
from them, as best as possible. And that variance keeps it away from them even more, for the
setbacks.
MICHAEL MARTIN: I think the noise that they were referring to was the sewer
installation contract.
MR. HAEFLEIN: Well, we were there for quite a few days and had a dozer. We graded it
off. It was a deep sewer and it was a long run. We did that. That was quite a few days of work.
Then we also graded out the back hill. So we were there for probably, you know, total of about
two weeks time frame. You know, it is what it is. Somebody is doing some work.
MICHAEL MARTIN: Work is completed?
MR. HAEFLEIN: Work is completed. Nothing has been there since.
MR. McNElLY: We're not talkmg about just a week or two weeks. This has been going
on for two or three -MR. GORDON-SMITH: It has been going on for two or three years.
MR. McNEILLY: There has been a lot of fill -MR. GORDON-SMITH: I have been working on property taking up stumps.
MR. HAEFLEIN: He cleaned --
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MR. GORDON-SMITH: I can't do everything in a day. I have been there for three days. I
also run a business. I have 51 guys on my payroll. I have a lot of stuff to do. I work as much as
I can when I can on my property. You know, and I just -- you know, I'm one person. I don't
have all people come in, do my work. I do most of rt myself. And I go in there and I take care of
business. I do what I need to do to get my property the way I want it to look. And if that is
taking trees down that are dying or dead, I mean I got tons of pictures of all these nasty old trees
and old cars and vehicles that were left on the property, and this beautiful area that they were
talking about that was in the back that hasn't been -- the lawn hasn't been cut in 20 years. You
know, that is all beautiful now. So that is -- you know, I work with the Bobcat to clear that stuff
out, and I have never gone past 6:00 with my Bobcat, ever, because I -- I am in watching SG-1 at
6:00, I'm sorry.
MR. McNElLY: You can stand there and say "never," but last year in the winter in the
dark I heard the dump trucks out there.
MR. GORDON-SMITH: Never.
RICHARD PERRY: Okay. That is enough, folks. You know... You want a shouting
match?
MR. McNEILLY: Not really, no. But I think you have to hear both sides, too. You're
allowing him to speak.
RICHARD PERRY: To what extent?
MR. McNEILLY: You should allow us to hear our side from the backyard, too.
RICHARD PERRY: We're listening.
DAVID DUNNING, 2 Wheat Hill
MR. DUNNING: Two easy questions. The vehicles that will be stored in this -- if you
approve this, you put in there all belong to you and are registered to you.
MR. GORDON-SMITH: Yes.
MR. DUNNING: At no time would you ever be storing or leasing space for friends,
relatives or employees or anything like that?
MR. GORDON-SMITH: No.
CHRIS KARELUS: To reiterate to the Board, we're going to ask for that in writing from
the owner and the owner has told us that the vehicles you see on site will all be stored in the
structure. So we would ask that that -MR. GORDON-SMITH: Not my cars -- my vehicles that I use every day I park by my
house, down by the bottom. I will not drive all of the way up to the barn to park the vehicles I
use every day in the bam.
CHRIS KARELUS: I think -MR. GORDON-SMITH: That is understood.
CHRIS KARELUS: We need to have exactly what he intends to store in this structure so
that this Board is aware of that. And also our Code Enforcement Officer can, on their periodic
checks, which again, he is giving us written authorization to do, to make sure no business
operations are occurring, so the use is compliant with Town Code. (Inaudible) that those things
are (inaudible.)
The Public Hearing portion of this application was closed at this time.
Paul Bloser made a motion to declare the Board lead agency as far as SEQR, and based on
evidence and information presented at this meeting, determmed the application to be a Type II
action with no significant environmental impact, and Michael Martin seconded the motion. The
Board all voted yes on the motion.
Michael Martin made a motion to approve the application with the following conditions, and
James Wiesner seconded the motion. The motion passed by a vote of 4 yes to 2 no (Richard
Perry, Paul Bleser).
DECISION:

Approved by a vote of 4 yes to 2 no (Richard Perry, Paul Bloser) with the
following conditions:
1.

Landscape buffering to peak fence to be installed. Landscaping to be
approved by the Conservation Board prior to a building permit being
issued. Final setback to be determined after final landscape approvals to
determine proper future vegetation growth.

2.

Applicant has given written consent to the Building Department to
penodically inspect site and garage content to assure that no business is
being performed on site such as construction business storage or vehicle
repairs, etc.

3.

Space not to be leased by others at any time for any purpose.

4.

All motorized vehicles and trailers not used as day to day transportation
will be stored only within the enclosed structure, not awning area.
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8.

5.

Building Department to review site plan prior to permits being issued.

6.

Carport area to be removed within 30 days of a Certificate of Occupancy
for the new garage.

Ap'plication of McFarland Development, clo Fix, Spindelman, Brovitz, 295 Woodcliff
Dnve, Fairport, New York 14450 for variance to erect an 8' high chain link and stockade
fence per plan submitted (4' & 6' allowed) at properties located at 3127,3131,3137 Chili
Avenue, 778 & 780 Paul Road, and 5 Pikuet Drive in G.B. zone.

DECISION:

Unanimously tabled by a vote of 6 yes for the following reason:
1.

9.

Application of McFarland Development, clo Fix, Spindelman, Brovitz, 295 Woodcliff
Drive, Fairport, New York 14450 for variance to allow from parking for approximately
78 vehicles, variance to allow more than 10 contiguous parkin!1 spaces, all per plan
submitted at properties located located at 3127, 3131, 3137 Chili Avenue, 778 & 780
Paul Road, and 5 Pikuet Drive in G.B. zone.

DECISION:

Unanimously tabled by a vote of 6 yes for the following reason:
1.

10.

Unanimously tabled by a vote of 6 yes for the following reason:

1.

Tabled until August 28th meeting, or until Planning Board has approved a
site plan.

Application of John Manos, owner; 4 Sothery Place, Rochester,New York 14624 for
variance to erect a 12' x 24' utility shed to be 288 sq. ft. (180 sq. ft. allowed), variance
for shed to be 4' from side and rear lot lines (8' req.) at property located at 4 Sothery
Place in PRD zone.

DECISION:
12.

Tabled until August 28th meeting, QI until Planning Board has approved a
site plan.

Application of McFarland Development, clo Fix, Spindelman, Brovitz, 295 Woodcliff
Drive, Fairport, New York 14450 for variance to erect a total of 12 wall signs totaling
392.18 sq. ft., variance to erect a double-faced freestanding sign to be a total of299.6 sq.
ft. (32 sq. ft. allowed), and to include an electronic reader board, variance for freestanding
sign to be 25' high (20' allowed) at properties located at 3127,3131,3137 Chili Avenue,
778 & 780 Paul Road, and 5 Pikuet Dnve in G.B. zone.

DECISION:

11.

Tabled until August 28th meeting, or until Planning Board has approved a
site plan.

Application withdrawn by applicant.

Application of George Rice, owner; 3152 Chili Avenue, Rochester, New York 14624 for
vanance to erect a 9'4" x 4'3" wall sign to be 39 1/2 sq. ft. (31 1/2 sq. ft. allowed) at
property located at 3152 Chili Avenue in G.B. zone.

Scott Rice was present to represent the application.
MR. RICE: Scott Rice, 3152 Chili Avenue.
PAUL BLOSER: Can I just have the recognized person speaking, please, in the audience?
Thank you.
MR. RICE: I'm applying for a application for a variance for wall sign 39 1/2 square foot.
I'm only allowed 31 1/2, as stated. The Dunkin' Donuts side of the business, not the Mobil
station. They're separate entities there.
PAUL BLOSER: Number one, I'm hard of hearing. Can you speak up a little bit and make
sure you're into the microphone? I'm looking at the print that you submitted here.
Is this replacing the existing sign that you have up right now?
MR. RICE: There was an existing package sign there, and I was not aware at the time it
was not permitted, It was a later-added sign. This was 16 years ago when the original
construction was done. All of the other signs should be -- you know, have permits.
When I went to the Town, they said measure from the building, so I did, and measured
73-foot. So I thought I could get Dunkin' Donuts a certain apart from me. I was wrong on that.
I could only give them the certain part they permitted on the original application for Dunkin'
Donut, which was 31 1/2, so I needed the 39 1/2. I also wasn't aware that I had to get the permit
for the sign. I thought Dunkin' Donuts did that, but being I was the owner of the business -- my
father is the owner. He is the President. Urn, I have to get the permit for the building. And
Nichols along with the Dunkin' Donuts, they handle along all their permits and so on and like
that. So that is what I am applying for.
PAUL BLOSER: So this sign that is up there right now is one -- it is oversized?
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MR. RICE: Yes.
PAUL BLOSER: So basically what you're looking for, the approval ofthe existing sign?
MR. RICE: Yes.
PAUL BLOSER: Correct?
MR. RICE: For the existing sign, yes.
PAUL BLOSER: So there will be no additional signage going up?
MR. RICE: Urn, if there is, we'll come in ahead of time. I will definitely apply for the
permits and go through the proper procedures. This sign, like I thought, Dunkin' Donuts handled
that, but obviously they didn't, being the owner of the business.
DOROTHY BORGUS, 31 Stuart Road
MS. BORGUS: Again, I'm going to say the same thing. What is the problem here?
MR. RICE: Again, I knew she was going to say that.
MS. BORGUS: Well, you know, you get tired.
MR. RICE: I did a boo-boo on that. I thought he handled it and he didn't. Things got
lagged like four months and I wasn't aware of it. I'm sorry for that, that I didn't come down for
the proper variances and permits ahead oftime. But we were approved for the Dunkin' Donuts
on that half. I thought I could share half because I measured the front, 73 in the front. But I
know -MS. BORGUS: I'm tired -MR. RICE: I usually don't lag on any permits or anything. I do everything right by code,
so. Sorry about that.
MS. BORGUS: This Board ought to be tired of hearing "I thought, they said," "I was
told," "I didn't know." I'm tired of hearing it, and I just sit out here in the audience. You people
should be sick of it. There has got to be a way to end this. There has got to be a way to end it.
Now I'm a little curious how we knew this sign was too big after it was put up.
MR. RICE: They were supposed to have a smaller SIgn. They increased the sign due to
the -- corporate Dunkin' Donuts IS very limited to the information they actually give the
franchisee, which I get none of the information. So this kind of happened at a later date that this
sign was increased in size. Which originally it would have fit up there and would have been no
problem. So, you know -MS. BORGUS: Finish. I'm sorry. I don't like to talk over people.
MR. RICE: So, of course, they have the millions in these franchises. I have to, of course,
let them put the sign up. Without it, they have no business, you know. Then I applied for the
proper variances and, you know, permits, so... And here I stand, so... But...
MS. BORGUS: Does anybody on this Board remember the John Deere sign down on Paul
Road? Was this the same thing? The Corporate, just sends you what they want, and hang what
the Town law says. Remember what happened with the John Deere sign? It got taken down,
hauled out, and one that was right brought back. Maybe this would be another good time to
enforce our rules again.
PAUL BLOSER: Was that -- correct me if! am wrong, but was not the John Deere sign
one at the road?
MS. BORGUS: Yes.
PAUL BLOSER: Not a wall sign.
MS. BORGUS: No. It was a sign at the road. But Corporate, they know the rules. They
just send what they want on that bUildin~, and go -- the Town can go hang, because the-because they're going to stick it up, they re jSoing to shove things down people's throats and that
is where there is such horrible communications and feelings and antagonism between the Town's
people and Corporate, because they do this all of the time.
MICHAEL MARTIN: The size ofthe building, the actual sign is within limits. However,
because ofthe shared -MS. BORGUS: I understand.
MICHAEL MARTIN: -- business.
MS. BORGUS: But anybody knows, anybody who sits here month after month, as I do,
and month after month, as this Board sits here and year in and year out, as the Building
.
Department sits there, knows that. You can't have -- you can't have three businesses in a building
and have every one ofthose buildings take advantage ofthe length of the building for the sign
they put up. That is common sense.
MICHAEL MARTIN: To you, to us, yes, but not every business owner sees it that way.
MS. BORGUS: But my point being -- now this man tells, Corporate just sent them a
bigger sign and they stuck it up. So please do something about this.
PAUL BLOSER: Dorothy (Borgus), just as a -- Mrs. Borgus, just as a side note, urn, I
have taken it upon myself to start sitting in on all Planning Board meetings from this point on to
review -- just to hear what is going on. Hopefully some of these don't slide through any more. I
can't say about preexisting conditions. I think the mood of the Town is to enforce signs, to have
the codes enforced and stay within. I can't answer for Planning Board on the sign, why it slipped
through.
MS. BORGUS: I know. But-PAUL BLOSER: I understand what you're saying.
MS. BORGUS: All right. I will hear you out.
PAUL BLOSER: I'm done.
MS. BORGUS: Okay.
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JORDON BROWN: Thank you.
MS. BORGUS: That is not the issue. The issue is that after the agreement is made, and
everybody supposedly is on board, Corporate just ups the size of the sign, ships it out and it gets
put up. That ISwhat -- you know, I think it is wonderful you will attend the Planning Board
meetings. It is wonderful. But that is not the issue. Being there or not being there is not going
to make any difference. They're still going to be shipping -- signing on to anything and shipping
whatever they think they can get by with.
JORDON BROWN: We're talking about "they" as if it is the same corporation.
MS. BORGUS: They all kind of have the same mentality. John Deere obviously has the
same mentality as Dunkin' Donuts. So... Thank you.
JORDON BROWN: Nothing runs like a Dunkin' Donuts.
(Laughter.)
STEVE GINOVSKY, 19 Hubbard Drive
MR. GINOVSKY: That's very good, Dorothy (Borgus).
I did hear -- okay. The sign, it is 39 1/2-square foot. Now, the next part is, I thought I did
hear possibly some additional signs. Would this be the time to maybe address it, that point?
How many more signs are we going to put up at 39 112-square foot? Are we going to have six
more of them on that structure?
MR. RICE: No.
MR. GINOVSKY: I would like to -- I heard something said on there would possibly be
more. This would be the time to do it.
As Dorothy (Borgus) was trying to get across, was, it seems in this Town it is better to ask
for forgiveness than permission. Thank you.
JAMES WIESNER: There is -- on the Mobil sign out front there is like two paper signs
that say "Dunkin' Donuts."
MR. RICE: That sign should have permits. That sign was put up by Mobil. That was a
car wash, you know, discount and we changed to it a different discount format.
MR. WIESNER: But isn't there like two paper Dunkin' -MR. RICE: They put them up temporarily.
JAMES WIESNER: Those are going to stay or go?
MR. RICE: He has to fill out the application for that.
JAMES WIESNER: Additional signs.
MR. RICE: Same size sign that is on there now. It -- we wouldn't be enlarging the sign or
change it. If we did change to it a flagpole, which is a different format, I believe the square
footage would actually be less than what is there now.
JAMES WIESNER: So it would be swapping?
MR. RICE: Yes.
PAUL BLOSER: Any signs that are up, if they have not been approved, they need to come
down, because they're not approved.
MR. RICE: Okay.
PAUL BLOSER: It is just -- that is the Town Code.
MR. RICE: Uh-huh.
PAUL BLOSER: If they're going to be expanded, you need to apply for applications for
that.
MICHAEL MARTIN: There is also the grand opening ones, for temporary signs? I defer
CHRIS KARELUS: Again, our request of this applicant is going to be quantify
everything. The way this came to the Board was a construction issue, as-built Issue, that is how
it was found. So that process, I know Mrs. Borgus brought that question, just to make it more
clear on that fact. But our request from the Building Department is knowing there is (inaudible)
on scene, we would like to take the application as a universal application and take the whole the
signage that the owner -- not so much the tenant -- intends on putting up on site.
PAUL BLOSER: Is it your intent to put up the sign to represent the Mobil side of the
business?
MR. RICE: Yes. If we switch to a franchise, we'll possibly put up a sign. I won't wait this
long and do the permits.
PAUL BLOSER: That would go on the other portion of the building, correct?
MR. RICE: Exactly, yes.
PAUL BLOSER: What about the west elevation? There is no signs up there now?
MR. RICE: I don't believe so.
PAUL BLOSER: Do you have a thought process for putting something up on this side?
MR. RICE: I don't think at this time.
PAUL BLOSER: To identify both businesses.
MR. RICE: Possibly a small sign, but I don't think I will go through the trouble right
know. I don't want to go crazy with designs. I never liked the signs. In fact, the Mobil signs, we
have kept them to a minimum. We took the Mobil signs all off the one side.
PAUL BLOSER: Are you still within your grand opening?
MR. RICE: We're planning a grand opening, yes. So that sign is very important.
Obviously, like I said, I understand I made the mistake on this and didn't do the proper permits
and variance, but...
RICHARD PERRY: If you were to go back to Dunkin' Donuts and tell them that the Town
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Board would not approve the oversized sign, would they supply and take back -- supply a new
one that-MR. RICE: I'm not really sure, to be honest. We would have to talk.
RICHARD PERRY: Who is paying for the sign?
MR. RICE: Jedd does. He is the owner of the franchise. He has 11 of them. He would
have to go to Corporate. Because the sign ties in with their whole look. Every Dunkin' Donuts
has a different look. Like I said, usually I wouldn't have done this. I wouldn't have brought this
type of situation up here. I don't really need the -- you know, the tension on it, like that, but. ..
But obviously, again, I can understand her -- I can understand her issues. I deal with
Sodus. I deal with Orleans County. I deal with Ontario. I deal with various places on my
property. So I don't usually do this at all, as far as that. I usually do all of the proper variances
and permits ahead oftime. So...
PAUL BLOSER: If you were to apply for a sign for the Mobil side of the business right
now, we would be looking at that and saying now we either have to match sign sizes or Mobil is
going to be under-represented.
MR. RICE: Yes. I understand what you're saying. Yes.
PAUL BLOSER: Okay.
MR. RICE: So obviously those signs at the road would have to be taken down
immediately. I understand what you're saying.
PAUL BLOSER: I guess I don't want two oversized signs.
MR. RICE: His -- the sign crew he works with, the corporation is totally different. I don't
hire them. I don't format that. So things got very behind on the project this year. The sign got
very delayed, and, of course, here we are right here, so...
JORDON BROWN: Just point out, that had he come to us ahead oftime, um, maybe then
we would be hearing some arguments about why a variance was needed for a larger sign. But
clearly, in my mind, there is no need for a larger sign.
PAUL BLOSER: A hardship.
JORDON BROWN: We're being asked to approve it only because it is there.
MR. RICE: I'm sorry I didn't come ahead of time. I thought it was his responsibility.
JORDON BROWN: I know. I'm just make a point.
MR. RICE: I wouldn't have waited. Like someone can go put five places on a sign
looking like a carnival. I don't want it to look like a carnival. I did a lot of extra work to the
place to make it tasteful.
RICHARD PERRY: Might we consider tabling it for a month to allow enough time to
check with Dunkin' Donuts to let them know if it were to come to it, that they might stand a
chance of having it disapproved, and to see, you know, if we can't get the proper size sign-PAUL BLOSER: I would also like to -- the Planning Board, the site plan approval, to see
if a specific sign was approved at that point, and if it was, you know -RICHARD PERRY: I know you're not anxious to come back.
MR. RICE: I have one question. I think I measured the front 73. So they're allowed 3l.
Even ifthey were over another 20 feet or 10 feet, she commented to me before the other day, you
still wouldn't be allowed the sign, because it is 39-square foot. Now, when we do the -- ifyou do
offer the variance, it takes away from my side, because my side only has a certain amount, so
would I -- is that what I would be giving up in this process? So I might still have a chance of
having the sign, but having to {rive up my square footage, which is -- that is what I was going to
give them. They kind of took It before I took it, you know, I guess is where it stands, so... It is
not a thing where I'm -- I'm not going to put my Mobil signs on the building. You know, if I
joined a different franchise, like Express Mart, I would have to go through the whole process.
I'm not going to do this again like this, so it is not an issue there.
JORDON BROWN: I like the idea of going back to Corporate and saying the wrong sign
was put up. The wrong size sign was put up.
MR. RICE: I don't know if it was, but like I said -- it could have been. I -- I don't
handle -RICHARD PERRY: Someplace in their inventory of signs, the proper size sign or
something that would be that or below.
MR. RICE: If they came back with the 31 1/2 and put a smaller sign, I don't know how
many it would be, like a foot less on each side, the smaller one, then there wouldn't be an issue?
PAUL BLOSER: Correct.
MR. RICE: It would be as simple as that?
JORDON BROWN: It wouldn't hurt the business.
MR. RICE: I don't handle their side of it. But it's important to me to give them some of
mine -- is that unquestionable?
RICHARD PERRY: Maybe they will supply the smaller one and you won't need to come
back, because you won't need a variance.
MR. RICE: But if! ask -RICHARD PERRY: If we go and vote and we vote no, then you would still have to take it
down.
MR. RICE: Yes.
PAUL BLOSER: What I guess I would like to say also is if you're going to go back and
get research information on this, before you come back to us, I would like to see what your sign
package total is going to be, instead of three different times.
MR. RICE: Now, what if it -- it's a huge task to go back to Corporate. Is there any way, I
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guess, that I could give them part of my square footage I was going to use? Is there any way, or
is that not enough, the codes?
MICHAEL MARTIN: It would have to be through variances.
PAUL BLaSER: It would have to be through variance, but also I would like to see the
whole sign package at once.
MR. RICE: That is a different variance I could have applied for, but I didn't know, okay -until you come here, you don't know, you know?
MICHAEL MARTIN: You would be allowed a total amount of square footage based on
the buildings and the sizes and everything like that. Then you put the package together. I mean
obviously you would have to know what your total square footage of the total signs would be and
compare that to what is allowed.
MR. RICE: 73 square foot and they took 31, I don't know how much I would have left,
with the measurements there.
RICHARD PERRY: Am I missing something? If he doesn't need to come back, ifhe can
get the 31 I/2-square foot Dunkin' Donuts sign, because it will not require -CHRIS KARELUS: Correct.
RICHARD PERRY: What are we taking about?
PAUL BLaSER: The sign at the street, If he changes, additions to that.
RICHARD PERRY: If you add more signs after this, then obviously there is
consideration.
MICHAEL MARTIN: That would be a separate application.
MR. RICE: Separate application would be me givmg them part of my square footage, a
separate application, If they won't change that sign?
RICHARD PERRY: Well, that is still-·
MR. RICE: If they can't-RICHARD PERRY: It doesn't mean we have to approve it.
JORDON BROWN: You would still need our approval.
MR. RICE: I understand that.
RICHARD PERRY: Your best bet is to convince then they should provide the proper size
sign for the Town.
MR. RICE: But their square footage, obviously it is on the plans. I understand what you're
saying.
PAUL BLaSER: Motion to table this?
RICHARD PERRY: I will move that we table this application until next month.
JORDON BROWN: I will second that.
DECISION:

Unanimously tabled by a vote of 6 yes until the 8/28/07 Zoning Board of Appeals
meeting at 7:00 p.m. for the following reason:
1.

Application was tabled pending discussion between property owner and
Dunkin Donuts to limit size of sign per Town Code.

Note: Applicant to obtain new sign(s) at the Building Department to post and
mamtain as per Town regulations.
Applicant must be present for the Public Hearing.
13.

Application of Mr. & Mrs. Marshall Lewis, owner; 12 Sesqui Drive, Rochester, New
York 14624 for variance to erect an addition to house to be 18' from rear lot line (20'
previously approved) at property located at 12 Sesqui Drive in R-I-20 zone.

Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Lewis were present to represent the application.
MR. LEWIS: Hello.
MRS. LEWIS: I'm Joan Lewis, and this is my husband, Marshall Lewis.
MR. LEWIS: We have been in Chili for 30 years, same residence. What we want to do is
put an addition on the back of our home, 12 by 30 feet long. We need a variance change because
m 2004, we had a bedroom put on 24 by 24, and it exceeded 2 feet too far to the property line, so
it will be 20 feet. It is 18 feet away. Now I'm here for a variance of2 feet.
PAUL BLaSER: Is the existirIg structure coming down. or are you just adding on to the
part that was done a couple years ago?
MR. LEWIS: Yes. It is adding on to it.
PAUL BLaSER: You will _. IS that coming -- it is not coming quite up to the enclosed sun
porch; is that correct?
MR. LEWIS: No.
MICHAEL MARTIN: The side -- you're keeping the side square with the original and the
new addition?
MR. LEWIS: Yes.
PAUL BLaSER: One continuous line?
MR. LEWIS: Yes.
PAUL BLaSER: Roofline also?
MR. LEWIS: No. The roofline is going to be changed. It is going to be changed.
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PAUL BLOSER: To more of a pitch?
MR. LEWIS: Yes. And higher up.
PAUL BLOSER: The 20-foot approval was done for the first one-story addition you put
on, correct?
MRS. LEWIS: Yes.
MR. LEWIS: Yes.
PAUL BLOSER: So the whole back of the house, that section is coming out another 2 feet
right now?
MR. LEWIS: Right.
PAUL BLOSER: That section that is already built -MR. LEWIS: Yes. Coming right out to the end of the bedroom already up.
PAUL BLOSER: And the new addition will be attached on to that, the rest of the
building?
MR. LEWIS: Right.
PAUL BLOSER: Any deck going on that?
MRS. LEWIS: No.
MR. LEWIS: Not yet.
MRS. LEWIS: Deck. We're not going to do a deck on there.
MR. LEWIS: No. No deck. No.
PAUL BLOSER: Using the same siding as what the house has now?
MRS. LEWIS: Yes.
MR. LEWIS: Yes.
PAUL BLOSER: Basement underneath it, Joan (Lewis)?
MRS. LEWIS: Yes.
PAUL BLOSER: Full basement?
MRS. LEWIS: Yes.
MR. LEWIS: Yes.
PAUL BLOSER: It is a small lot, very neatly groomed. I will say that. It is very nice
there.
MRS. LEWIS: Thank you.
COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: None.
The Public Hearing portion of this application was closed at this time.
Paul Bloser made a motion to declare the Board lead agency as far as SEQR, and based on
evidence and information presented at this meeting, determined the application to be a Type II
action with no significant environmental impact, and Jordon Brown seconded the motion. The
Board all voted yes on the motion.
Michael Martin made a motion to approve the application with the following condition, and
James Wiesner seconded the motion. All Board members were in favor of the motion.
DECISION:

Unanimously approved by a vote of6 yes with the following condition:
1.

Applicant to submit final plans for Building Department approval prior to
any commencement of work.

The following finding of fact was cited:
1.

No impact on neighborhood or environment.

The 6/26/07 Zoning Board minutes were approved.
The meeting ended at 9:55 p.m.

